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Durham Bank folds, Granite Bank takes over

Despite Friday's closing, new bank back in business Monday
By Linda L. Hyatt
TNH Staff
The Durham Bank swarmed with activity over the weekend as its new owners
sifted through the bank's records in order to
prepare for Monday's opening.
On Friday afternoon, the bank shut
down for good. After gaining the approval
of Merrimac County Superior Court, the
FDIC moved in, took over the bank and sold
it for $1.7 million to the Granite Bank,
based in Keene.
As a result of the takeover, Durham
Bank on Main Street was closed at 3 p.m. on
Friday. The ATM machine out front was
shut down until about 6:30 p.m. Friday.
After that, customers .could withdraw
and deposit from the machine, but were
barred from entering the bank. nyo of
Durham Bank's four branches opened on

Saturday as Granite Bank. All four branches
were open for business yesterday.
According to state Bank Commissioner
A. Roland Roberge, the bank was closed
Fridaypartiallybecaus eoffailedloansmade
in the real estate market.
TheFDICputthebank upforupforbid
as a result. Wednesday night, Granite Bank
employees went to Boston and signed papers to acquire the bank.
Granite Bank, which is over 100 years
old, has $320 million in assets. With the new
branches, Granite Bank has 12 branches
throughout the state. Granite Bank is extremely healthy, said William Henson,
Granite Bank seacoast branch president.
When Durham Banlc was taken over, it
had nearly $70 million in assets, Henson
said.
"If anything, it [the takeover] will be

Granite Bank, page 2

Friday's bank closing
causes anger, confusion
By Linnea Anderson
TNH Staff
Expressions ranged from disappointment to disgust on Friday,
as patrons of Durham Bank approached its locked doors. They
were greeted by taped notices, informing them of the bank's closing, and an FDIC security guard.

'Tm outraged - I can't believe this," said Meredith Cleasby,
a UNH senior who had been a
patron of Durham Bank since her
freshman year.
Cleasby said she could not
believe Durham Bank patrons had
not been informed earlier of the
upcoming closure. "I had no idea.
I can't believe they have the audacity to do this without inform-

ing us."
UNH freshman Kerri Tutel
said, "I think its a disgrace that
they didn't tell us in advance."
"It's not fair to patrons, especially when many are students and
students don't have that much
money on them," Tutel said.
"This is crazy," said Darren

Closing, page 2

Administration seeks to restrict
reptirting of campus sexual assaults _c!___,,;

1 ............;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
yea__,,r

years, DiBiasio said. The present procedure also

By Winifred Walsh
TNH Staff
Due to changes recommended by the administration, the how, when and where of sexual assault
statistics are hanging in the works at UNH.
Interim Vice President for Student Affairs Dan
DiBiasio has recommended that sexual assault statistics be reported twice a year, without statistics from
other years, including incidents that occur on campus
only.
Currently, incidents of sexual assaults are reported on a monthly basis with statistics from past

distinguishes between sexual assaults which happen
on and off campus.
Eve Cinquini-Goodmon of SHARPP (Sexual
Harassment and Rape Prevention Program) said the
recommendation of reporting only on-campus sexual
assaults is "absurd" and "ludicrous" because it does
not include Main Street.
Because Main Street runs through the center of
campus, it should be considered part of on-campus
statistics, she said.
The definition of 'on-campus' has not yet been

Statistics, page 6

More students taking
1·O graduat e
•
• t}file
th e1r
By Kimberly O'Brien
TNH Staff
It's been five years, and Patty
Rella is still at UNH. Credit-wise
she's a senior, but she's not quite
ready to graduate yet. With a
double major and a job, there just

hasn't been enough time to complete everything in four years.
There are numerous reasons
why Rella hasn't graduated yet.
As a psychology and Spanish major, she wanted to include a lot of
experimenting in her course load.

Five years, page 8
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•Granite Bank opens for
business on Monday
From page 1
positive for the customer base."
Although he would not
speculate on how many, Henson
said some employees will be fired
because of the changeover. The
Dover branch will be shut down
because Henson doesn't think
Granite Bank can compete with
the other Dover banks.
"Banks do well in Dover already," Henson said.
All energy will be put into
making the two Portsmouth and
the main office in Durham run as
efficiently as possible, he added.
Henson said Granite Bank has
more to offer its customers than
Durham Bank did at the time it
closed. The bank will offer a full
range of commercial and retail
services, such as mortgage and
personal loans.Granite Bank plans
to take over all Durham Bank's
accounts, regardless of the amount
of money now in them, Henson
said.
Granite Bank also plans to
buy many of Durham Bank's loans,
said Henson. Henson said he had
no intention of buying any of the
bank's loans that were "bad loans."
"If there's not enough collateral or the loan is past due, I don't
want to buy it," Henson said. FDIC
will sell any loans Granite Bank
does not pick up, Henson added.
Student loans -thro_u gh
Durham Bank will not be affected
by the takeover because every bank
sells student loans to the government soon after the bank grants
them, Henson said.
Fornow, Granite Bank doesn't
plan to make many changes to the
way the bank operates. Customers
can still write checks, use their
ATM cards, withdraw and deposit
money. The change is "absolutely
cosmetic," said Granite Bank
President ChiefExecutive Officer
Charles Smith.
In about three months, the new

seacoast branches will be connected to Keene via a new computer system, Smith said. At that
time, the bank may circulate new
ATM card passwords to match the
system. If that happens, Granite
Bank will issue the new cards to
customers for free, Smith said.
Since Granite Bank is based
in Keene, a college town, Smith
said he felt the new branches'
employees will know how to treat
students at UNH. Granite Bank
knows how to run a bank in a
college environment, Smith said.
"We're here to do the job."
Looking at Durham Bank's
bright orange walls and worn carpets, Henson said it was obvious
that Durham Bank management
couldn't upkeep the bank.
"Look at the carpet, tile and
ceiling," Henson said. "It's in-dicative of their ability to take the
bank and make it run."
Henson said he planned to renovate the bank somewhere in the
next six to 12 months. "I guarantee
the bank will look altogether different," Henson said.
Granite Bank wasted no time
in changing the exterior of the
bank. Classic Signs, from Amherst,
New Hampshire, was ordered ,to
make banners, which were hung
outside the bank Saturday morning. The firm was also ordered to
take away any signs that said
Durham J;3ank on them from the
back and sides of the building.
"We 're supposed to takeaway
any signs that say Durham Bank,"
said Ken Strong of Classical Signs.
"We've been working nonstop all
night to get these banners done for
all the bank's branches." Strong
said he did not know when a permanent sign would be made but
said that making permanent signs
would cost the bank $30,000 to
$40,000.

Workers begin unveiling the first signs of Granite Bank (Linda Hyatt photo).

L-------------------------------------~

Depositors assured their
money is safe with new bank
By Joe Flynn

TNH Staff
Durham Bank customers met with a frightening
scene Friday afternoon. After 3 p.m., students and
other bank patrons hoping to do their weekend banking
were left out in the cold, drizzly rain.
The signs plastered in the locked doors announced that the Dumam Trust company had colla_psed. The FDIC had st~J:!.Ped in and taken over.
Instead of having accounts with the Durham Bank,
the patrons left out in the rain found out their accounts
had been taken over by Granite Bank.
Yet, with all the horror stories about the countries
banking woes, those who had accounts in the Durham
Bank may not be that bad off.
· All deposits are safe, according to William
Henson, thenewpresdentofGraniteBank's seascoast
region.
New Hampshire Bank Commissioner A. Roland
Roberge agreed that deposits made in the Durham
Bank were still safe after the transfer of the bank.
"No depositer loses money what so ever,"
Roberge said. "That cannot be said for our sister
states to the South."

Roberge said he was concerned with that when
a bank is taken over, those who hold certificates of
deposit would find their interest rates had been reduced by the new bank.
Federal laws allow the acquiring bank to reduce
interest rates on the certificates of deposit as low as
market values if they choose, Roberge said.
Whenever a bank is taken over, "there will be
people that will be shocked to find out the rate of
certificate of deposit will be reduced," Roberge said.
"We are not going to do tha~." Henson $ai_d.
Henson pledged that Granite Bank will not reduce anyone's deposit rates. "We 're not going 1 to
change anyone's rate."
/
Another concern Roberge had was that contracts
the bank had with other people or groups would
become void now that the Durham Bank no longer
exists.
"All those contractual obligations, if unfunded,
become void," Roberge said.
Henson said the new bank has taken over all of
the Durham Banks credit lines.
Early reaction to the new bank was positive,
Henson said. Two branches - in Dover and Portsmouth - were open Saturday morning. Henson said
new accounts were opened at both banks that morning.

•Sudden closing on Friday
afternoon upsets bank patrons
From page I

NOTICE TO
, DEPOSITORS

FDIC
Friday's notice announces the end of the Durham Bank (Lloyd
Triggs/TNH Staff photo).

Beals, a sophomore and bank patron. "It's a weekend and people
are counting on this [bank] for the
weekend to get out money."
Other patrons reacted with
acceptance and disappointment.
"It is a sign of the economy," said
Roger Ritvo, Dean of Health and
Human Services, who was planning to make a deposit. "I've had
five year's of very good service
here."
Tim Neville, a junior, said he
was surprised the bank closed
down, especially because it was a
town bank used by many students.
"I think its strange," Neville said.

"I can't believe it."
Some patrons knew immediately they would not stay with the
new bank. "I'm definitely transferring to another bank," Tutel said.
Cleasby agreed, "I'll have to find
myself a new bank."
"They dido 't tell me this two
days ago," said sophomore Raul
Clemente Orozco De Navarro, of
the last time he was in the bank. In
fact, many patrons said they had
deposited money that afternoon
and had not been informed of the
closure.
"This says a hell of a lot for
the bank system of America,"

yelled a student over his shoulder
as he walked away from the bank.

Tise New Hampshire is the University orNe'lll
Hampshire's only student run newspaper.
It runs every week on Tuesdays and Fridays.
The paper is free and has a circulation ol
approximalely 8,000.
This year the paper is not taking subscrip
lions through the mai~ but the paper plans lo
resume laking subscriptions next year.
All preproduction work is done in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building. Printing is done
at the Journal Tribune in Biddeford, Maine.
Ir you wish lo contact our news, arts and
sportscall862-1490. To speak with photography,
call 862-15?7.
For advertising information call 862-1323.
For any other busine~ call 862-1490.
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Slumping real estate market lead to banks downfall
By Joe Flynn

TNH Staff
Blame it on the real estate
market.
Those were the sentiments
echoed by both the New Hampshire bank commissioner and the
regional president of Granite Bank
about the downfall of the Durham
Trust Company.
Durham Bank was closed Friday because of "a very serious
problem in the real estate market,"
said New Hampshire Bank Commissioner A. Roland Roberge.
"The Durham Bank could not
have paid off its deposits," Roberge
said in an interview on Monday.
As a result of loans, the bank
found itself with losses of $500,000
to $1 million, Roberge said.
William Henson, the newly
appointed president of Granite
Bank's seacoast region, said he
didnotknowtheexact reason why
the Durham Bank collapsed.
However, Henson said the
main problem plaguing the state's
banking industry was the real estate market.
In the late 1980s, Henson said
there was boom in the real estate

market. Many banks jumped on 12 branches and assets valued at
Henson attributed Granite
The Granite Bank, which has
the boom by offering loans that $320 million, did not receive the Bank's ability to survive to two
its main branch located in Keene,
would have been considered more same amount of damage from the factors: the market it's in and the
was not located in a market that
risky, Henson said.
bust in the real estate market, control it has over the loans it expanded to the level of other
By trying to make more loans Henson said.
makes.
banks, Henson said.
to profit from the economic expansion, Henson said some banks
took more chances with loans.
"The market expanded so fast
it had to come down eventually,"
Henson said.
The favorable real estate market led to "wild speculation in loan
values," Roberge said.
"We had a good old-fashioned
real estate boom," Roberge said.
"I guess a lot of people felt it
would never end."
Timeschangedandthe strong
real estate market weakened. "The
real estate market is just real soft,"
Roberge added.
Before its fall, the Durham
Bank's total assets were valued at
$67 million, according to Henson.
The Durham Bank was taken over
by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC). The bank,
including all of its deposits and
certain loans, was sold to Granite
Bank for $1. 7 million, according
Joseph E. Knight, field organizer for the Libertarian Party, conducts a survey in the MUB. Coleman
to Henson.
Kelley, a senior majoring in International Affairs, fills out a questionnaire on where he falls on the
Granite Bank, which now has

CAMPUS SURVEY
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Liberal/Conservative political spectrum. (Amy Kinsella/TNH Staff photo).
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Legislator says alumni suppo rt needed if
Uriiversity .is to sur¥ive state budg et cuts
By George Stafford
TNH Staff
With future statewide cuts
imminent, the only way UNH may
survive is by gathering strong
alumni support, according to Mary
Chambers, minority leader of the
New Hampshire House of Representatives.

Sunday night, in front of the
Student Senate, Chambers spoke
of probable future cut backs and
what UNH needs to do to survive
the cuts.
Chambers said the budget will
have a $ 100 million shortfall,
which she called a conservative
estimate.
Future cutbacks, Chambers
said, could not be avoided and

Mary Chambers, state House or Representative minority leader,
tells the Student Senate UNH races tough economic times (Matthew
Becker/TNH Staff photo).

almost every area will get cut.
"Without substantial help from
federal assistance, we are going to
have real problems. I don't see
how the University can be spared,
when you are talking about those
kind of cuts," Chambers said.
In order to survive future budget cuts, UNH needs to set up a
strong alumni organization.
Chambers said UNH has one of
the weakest alumni support systems.
"There are UNH alumni
throughout the state. Where are
they when the budget gets cut?"
Chambers said. "I never got a personal phone call from a UNH
graduate yelling at me to do something for UNH."
Having a strong alumni constituency, Chambers said, is beneficial to the University and will
create a strong political base to
influence the state.
Chambers said a powerful
constituency could send the message that "we won't let you ruin
this University."
Student Senator Mark
Fischler, Students For the University (SFlJ) chairman, said "it is not
just the alumni we need to utilize."
He said UNH needs to utilize employers, former employers and
family members as well.
Fischler said if all of these
resources are used effectively,
UNH will be in better shape to
face the future.

Fischler said he thinks the
To drive an economy forward
Senate can voice its concerns to it takes years of building a solid
the alumni and the administration foundation to where the state is
to start utilizing the resources they committed to economic developdo have and focusing it in the right ment, she said. With the state's
direction. Fischler said it is impor- present state philosophy she does
tant to get literature out that ex- not see any great economic impresses the needs of the Univer- provement.
sity, monetary and otherwise. "If
Ironically, Chambers said,
we do not get the money we are in many businesses will not come
dire straits," Fischler said.
into the state if there is no commitFischler said with support ment to education by the state.
from Chambers' office, the Senate "Cutting the University is a shorthas to finq out whictr representa- sighted thing todo," she said. "You
tives are lacking in support for may save a few dollars for a couple
higher education. He said these of years, but it is devastating in the
individuals must be focused on long run. So much is contingent in
and an effort has to be made in the long run."
Fischler said
order for them to see the needs of students put so much more into
the University.
this state after they graduate that it
Chambers said the New is not cost effective to cut the eduHampshire economy is driven by cation at UNH.
a good banking system and healthy
"In the end they ( the state) are
real estate market. Right now, both going to be utilizing everything
of these major forces are in terrible that they use this University for to
shape. "I see no indication in any put back into the state," Fischler
place that it is getting better," said.
Chambers said.
The SFU Senate Committee
According to Chambers, the was responsible for getting Chameconomy is becoming very strati- bers to come. Fischler said speakers
fied, and the classes are becoming such as Chambers will help the
very divided. "We are more and Senate better understand what is
more becoming a state of two happening in the New Hampshire
classes of people, the poor and the legislature.
well to do."
"I felt that we should get a
Chambers said it has not been relationship going between the
the philosophy of the state to get different state legislators so we
themselves involved in any form can see their side of the spectrum,"
of economic development of any Fischler said.
kind.

c~~~~
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Shaker material finds home in Dimond Library
UNH alumnus donates literature about religious culture
By Michelle Blanchette
TNH Staff
Rare Shaker Literature,
donated to the University and
Dimond Library, is considered a
great service to scholars of
Shakerism and to the public in
general, according to Darryl
Thompson, graduate student and
history major specializing in
Shaker studies.
"This collection contains
some very rarely seen materials," Thompson said. "A collection of this quality is very
difficult to build at this point in
time due to expense and availability. This collection was developed over the years and was
definitely a labor of love."
The donation, made this
year by David Proper of the
Deerfield Historic, Inc., was not
spontaneous. "I've been more
or less intending this collection
for Durham for awhile," Proper
said.
Asa 1955alumnusofUNH,
Proper felt that donating the
materialstotheUniversitywould
keep the documents where he
wished.
Proper wanted the collection to stay together as one unit
in New Han1pshire. "I had spent
four pleasant years in Durham

in 1774.
The Shakers' lifestyle is
based on certain fundamental
values, beliefs, attitudes and
practices.
Someoftheseinclude:confessions of sins, celibacy, separation from the world, communal living and pacifism.
The donation was made
possible through the help of
Professor David Watters, associate professor of English.
Watters became aware that
Proper approached the University with the literature, and let
Proper know thatthe_University
would be very interested in providing a home for it.
"I really hoped we could
become a center for Shaker
Pamphlets and books are part or the Shaker Literature collection round in Dimond Library studies." Watters said. Accord.___(B...;;.yr_on_B_ro_wn/TN
___
H_S_ta_ff___;;_p_ho_to_)_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, ing to Watters, ground work
andfeltitwastheplacetoputthe writtenbyscholarsandaccounts Thompson and Proper. Canter- took place before the donation
collection," Proper said.
written by apostates, people who bury , New Hampshire is one at the library so that a complete
The new material will al- have left the sect. There are also well-known establishment of the source of Shaker information
low students, professors and the books on religion, theology and Shakercommunity,accordingt-0 could be available.
public involved in Shaker stud- other utopian movements. Col- Thompson.
"When David Proper made
ies in Durham easy access to lections of recipes, music,
Thompson has associated this wonderful donation ·and
beneficial and important infor- Shaker medicine almanacs, with the Shakers over the past commitment, I assured him that
mation. The documents show catalogs of major Shaker exhi- 30 years. "I was not a Shaker." the same commitment would be
how Shakers felt about life at a bitions and books of tribute Thompson said. "But I was made to him as a University,"
close and useful range.
written for Shakers can also be raised by the Shaker commu- Watters said.
;
Thedonateddocumentsare found in the collection.
nity."
The donated collectlon of
Shaker and Utopian Literature.
TheestablishrnentofShakAccording to Thompson, Shaker and Utopian Literature
The collection consists of pam- erism is very important and Shakerism is a religious culture. can be found in the Special Colphlets written by Shakers, books prominent in the history of New It began in England in the 1700s lecfi-0ns room in Diamond Liand pamphlets about Shakers Hampshire, according to ' both and was btought to this country brary.
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The Office of Affirmative Action
presents a videoconference on
DIVERSITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION:
. CAN WE MEET THE CHALLENGE?
November 20, 1991
1 - 3 p.m.
Channel 11 Broadcast Center
Mast Road, Durham, NH
PANEL GUESTS:

Professor Roger Wilkins, Fellow, Institute for Policy Studies;
Clarence J. Robinson, Professor of History and American
Culture, George Mason University; Dr. Myrna Adams, Assistant

Vice Provost, Graduate Studies, State University of New
York-Stony Brook; Dr. Na'im Akbar, Psychologist, Educator,
Florida State University; Sabrina Evans, Former President,
Black Student Movement, University of North carolina-Chapel
Hill; Dr. Mary R. Hoover, Professor, School of Ethnic Studies,
San Francisco State University; Kevin Prichett, Reporter, Wall
Street Journal, Former Editor, Dartmouth Review; Dr. Ann
Wortham, Professor of Sociology, Illinois State University.
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Spon~ored by Student Senate

This videoconference will be
broadcast live, via satellite,
from
Washington, D.C.,
through the Black Issues in
Higher
Education
Tefecommunications
Dept.
The interactive component
will allow particiQants to call
in questions to the panelists
on a toll-free number.

TOPICS:
- The Political Correctness
Debate: What's at Stake?
- The Give and Toke in
Creating a Multicultural
Campus
- Tfie Rise in Enrollment at
Black
Colleges:
The
Implications for Higher
Education and the Nation
- Minority Students: The
Do's ana Don'ts
of
Controlling Their Own
Destinies
- Detennining the Collegiate
Curriculum: Can Consensus
Be Reached?
- The First Amendment

If you are interested in participating, please contact the Affirmative Action
Office at 862-2930. Lignt refreshments will be served.
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Libyan agents
charged in Pan
Am bombing

Feminist movement continues down
narrow path, according to professor

tive connotation. You can be both a feminist and a woman, White said.
By Nicole Desmarais
Many people, she said, believe
TNH Staff
feminists hate men and are opposed to the
Today's women's movement is American family. These beliefs about
The US charged two Libyan intelligence making the same crucial mistake that the feminists are not true, she said.
According to White, women feel
agents last Thursday in the 1988 bomb- women's movement of the 19th century
about calling themselves
uncomfortable
ascommunications
ing of Pan Am flightl03 over Lockerbie, made, Cindy White,
women are taught not
because
feminists
Scotland. AStateDepartmentspokesman sistant professor, said.
Women are
themselves.
about
talk
to
in
"Feminism
on
spoke
who
White,
said the bombing, which killed 270
White said.
men,
about
talk
to
supposed
future"
and
present
people, was a Libyan government op- America, Its past,
ok to talk
it's
that
realize
must
Women
Room,
Cheshire
the
in
night
Thursday
eration, and that the U.S. is considering
themselves.
about
century
19th
the
of
rhetoric
the
compared
ways to retaliate against Libya, which
White said it's important for the UNH
movement with that of today's movehas denied any role in the bombing.
communitytolearnaboutfeminism. "It's
ment.
The crucial mistake is focusing the one of the most powerful, social movemovement on one goal, White said. The ments of our time and it has made a huge
19th century movement zeroed in on difference in our political lives aild our
suffrage while today's movement has individual lives," White said.
When the Women's Rights movefocused on abortion. By concentrating on
one goal, the movements alienated many ment began in 1840, women were the
of their potential followers, White said. property of man, White said. Women had
According to White, the women's no property rights, court rights or politiPrince Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia
has lost its ability to take cal rights.
movement
returned to his country last week after
According to White, men thought
For instance, during the
action.
political
spending 20 years in exile. He will lead
space was in the home because
women's
demonno
were
there
hearings
Hill
Anita
the Supreme National Council, a coalition
thought to be morally suwere
women
energy
much
too
Apparently,
strations.
group that will govern Cambodia until
duty was to ensure the
Their
perior.
White
issue,
abortion
the
on
focused
was
elections in 1993. The Khmer Rouge
home, White said. The
the
of
sanctity
said.
formally returned to Phnom Penh,
to men. Women
belonged
sphere
public
limiting
is
mistake
another
said
She
Cambodia's capital, on Sunday and will
political sphere.
the
from
away
kept
were
acathe
to
discussion
movement's
the
also take part in the coalition government
demic level. Much of the literature about Men believed women were too delicate
feminism is hard to understand and is not for political matters, White said.
Education issues, labor issues and
accessible to the lower class, according
moral reform campaigns were important
to White.
White addressed some basic mis- concems of the 19th century movement,
conceptions about feminism. She said she said. Women had no right to higher
the popular culture teaches us that you education. They weren't paid the same
can't be both a woman and a feminist and wages men were paid and didn't have the .
Last Thursday, a fired postal worker therefor~. the word feminist has a nega- same job opportunities. She said the·
opened fire at his former office in Oak
Park, Michigan, killing four employees
and wounding several others before
shooting himself. This is the fifth time
since 1985 that postal workers have been
killed by other employees. The Postal
Service has announced that it will review
the backgrounds of all postal employees
to prevent future massacres.

Sihanouk and
Khmer Rouge return to Cambodia

Gunman kills four
and self in
post office

Salvador rebels
halt fighting
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Salvadoran rebels last week announced a
unilateral truce that will suspend all offensive action, ending nearly a dozen
years of civil war that has killed 75,000
people, mostly civilians. UnitedNationsmediated peace talks are under way and
an accord is expected to be assigned
soon.

Edwards defeats
Duke in Louisiana

pe,son,

David Duke, former leader of the Ku
Klux Klan, was defeated by Edwin
Edwards in Saturday 's gubernatorial
election in Louisiana. Edwards won by a
landslide, and an analysis has showed
that his support came from affluent whites
as well as a huge black turnout.

Compiled by Rachel Wakefield

moral reform campaigns were intended
to abolish such things as prostitution in
order to maintain the sanctity of the public sphere.
The Women's Rights Movement
made an appeal to justice when arguing
for access to the public sphere. White
said they argued that it was the right of
the governed to have representation based
on democratic principles.
After the Civil War, White said the
movement began to concentrate on suffrage. Feminism was equated with suffrage, and the movement was weakened,
she said.
She said women were alienated for
several reasons. Black women were
alienated because of the argument that
white women should have the ballot before the black man, White said. Women
immigrants were also alienated because
the movement neglected to address labor
issues, which was a main concern for
immigrants.
In the 1960s and 1970s, the Women's
Movement re-emerged. Once again they
failed to address other important concerns
like equal pay and equal opportunity and
singled out abortion, White said.
White said connections are the
agenda of the future. The movement must
include everyone affected.
"It's about access to creation of a
world," said White.
"She made me think about a lot of
things I had never considered/' said
Meloney Parker, a sophomore. "Her
argument was very logical. I wish more
people could have heard it."

Cindy White speaks on feminism (Amy KinsellaffNH Staff photo).
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Dining statistics show MUB is losing money
Suggestions to save money are made, but no solutions are reached
By Jon Root
TNH Staff
Financial losses of the MUB
food services department were
discussed, but no problems were
resolved at the MUB Board of
Governors meeting Thursday
night.
According to Ingeborg Lock,
director of UNH dining services,
MUB food services had an average net loss of over $45,000 a year
over the last five years. This includes revenues and expenses predominantly from the cafeteria,
Pistachio's, catering and beverages.
Lock, who spoke on behalf of
the MUB PUB and other MUB
food services, said this kind ofloss
is typical of student operations on
college campuses. UNH dining
services has been in chargeofMUB
food services since its takeover
prior to this semester.
"There is a limit ... to how
much you can increase revenue,"
Lock said.
One reason for the MUB food
services financial losses was the
expense to staff the cafeterias, es-

pecially when there were no customers, according to Lock.
Lock said she saw this as one
of the main reasons why Pistachio's
had to be shut down. "There were •
many dead hours in Pistachio's,"
Lock said. "I can't tell you how
many times I walked by and saw
two workers sitting down talking."
Lock also said the design of
the MUB, specifically the MUB
PUB, was a reason for the MUB
food service's financial situation.
"It [the MUB PUB] is a dreadful,
dreadful facility... This is a horror," Lock said.
"I find it to be not a very
inviting place. . .anymore," said
Rae A~n Chrane, a member of the
MUB Board of Governors.
Student Body President and
MUB Board of Governor Malinda
Lawrence suggested switching to
trays and recyclables to help improve the state of MUB food services.
"If I could get the support of
students to bus trays and throw
cups away.. .I would certainly be
interested in going to trays," Lock
said.
Other suggestions involved
changing the hours of the MUB

Nishiki

Haro:.

.Bicycles
.,

Made in U.S.A.

868-563~

PUB as well as what was served.
"I think orienting the menu ..
.to stuff you could nibble on while
you study... would help," said
Doug Larson, Graduate Student
Organization representative to the
board.
Betsy Haley, board member
and interim director of MUB affairs, suggested that a frozen yogurt machine might also help MUB
food service's revenues. Haley
suggested the machine be located
inside the coffee office.
According to Haley, food services isn't the only MUB department that has been affected by the
loss in revenues. She said the
doubling in prices to use the bowling alley and pool tables is mostly
to try and balance the losses.
After the meeting, Craig
Sonis, MUB Board of Governor
chairman, said he didn't think the
meeting with Lock took enough
steps forward to solving the MUB
food services situation. Sonis said
he "clearly didn't see plans of 1J geborf Lock, director o dmmg services, addresses the MUB
things to be done" brought forth _B_o_ar_d_o_G_o_v_e_rn_o_r_s___
(B__r_on_B_r_own/
__TN_H_S_ta_fT__h_o_to__)_._ _ __
by Lock.
"What is important for every
businessman to have. . .is short
term goals and long term goals,"

Sonis said. "I didn't see her [Lock]
give either one."
"Who knows what else is to

come, with all this recession business?" Lock said. "My objective is
to try to minimize the loss."

Are you interested in working at the Blood
Dnive? Coaie toA,ij>ha Phi at 7 p.m. on· ·
Wednesday if yoll want to get invoIVedf r
862-1008
rm. -146'
MUB _.
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6pm

:.

American and Foreign Movie Posters * Photos * Rock
Posters * Postcards * Movie Related Material
The PSN has a resource center containing
publications concerning environmental and
political issues - all are invited to stop by rm.
146 and use these resources anytime.
Check our calendar for scheduled talks.
this ad funded by PFO
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Prof~ssional Bartending Course
And if you're on the receiving end, ask Santa Claus for a gift you can really use this year - a
Master e ·anender Course. For complete details, call or write and ask about our great Gift . ·
Certificates. Lay-away possible. Visa and MasterCard accepted. It's a super gift for a student ·
or anyone needing a full or part-time job skill. Give a gift that will payoff.

Tel. (603) 668-2243 in Manchester area and
(603) 659-3718 in Portsmouth area
Master Bartender Schools, 404 Chestnut St. Manchester.03101, and 84 Main St., Newmarket, NH 03857
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NTHE~POT
Is the economy hurting .
President Bush's chances of re- lection?
James Mozoki
Communications
Senior

ONTHE

"I think that it will, but anyone who was in office this
term would have faced the same problems. It's unfortunate that he will be looked down upon because of
the economy."

Sara Wallace
Social Work
Senior

Dave Criswell
Economics
Junior

''I'd say yes~ it is. The victory in the Gulf and other
things he's done could possibly help him though. I
think it's shaky because of the economy. I thought
he was a shoo-in before the economy went down."

Ryan Freeman
Communications
Freshman

"It's really not going to have much of an effect
"Yes. It's hurting everyone and it always reflects
back on whoever is in charge. People are looking because the economy is only bad in certain parts of the
country. No matter who's President the economy is
for someone to blame."
going to be bad in certain places."

Ann Sylvester
Undeclared
Freshman

"No, I think he's hurting his own chances. I see him
sending aid out to other countries while people are
busy starving here."

Carrie Walsh
Sociology
Senior

"Yes and no. I think ii may hurt him, but a lot of
people are supporting because of the war in the Gulf.
I do think that support is beginning to wane though."

Turtles, ~abbits, running and re-election
By Winifred Walsh
TNH Staff
.
Opinion .
we're
Forget elephants and donkeys, it looks like
heading into rabbits and turtles.
"No chance, no chance," people said shaking their
heads when talking about the possibility of a Democrat
winning the Presidency.
Stories circulated about people spontaneously chanting, "Per-sian Gulf, Per-sian Gulft at fireworks displays.
No one could beat Bush. Nope, no chance.
Mid-way through the summer people were saying the
Democrats had no chance because no one had the guts to
run. By fall they were saying they had no chance because
there were, once again, too many of them running.
While Democrats declared their candidacy, Bush
waited in the wings and rested. He had nothing to worry

il IHI JE ill (D) A ID il

about.
But banks continued to go under, people lost their
jobs, and people who didn't have jobs didn't find jobs. .
Heads stopped shaking long enough for questions.
Tsongas didn't have a chance, everyone knew that, but
who was that Wilder guy? What about Clinton?
Theideasnuckintopeople'smindsslowlyandreluctantly, but once it was there it stuck.
"Well maybe," people started saying, their eyes
shifting around nervouslr, to see if anyone had heard
them. Meanwhile, it looked as though Bush had dozed
off.
Then the polls started. That happened last week.
Bush was slipping in the polls. The econotny was getting
to people.
"Sure, watching the war on TV was great fun, but
where's that post-war economic boost you promised?"

Bushgotnervous.Iftheeconomywasn'tenough,he
had a Republican Nazi gaining in the Louisiana polls.
Getting that middle class vote by promising them more
jobs once he cut affirmative action ·was looking a bit
sticky.
He quit his napping and was off and running down
to Louisiana in no time. Itwasn'tlongbeforeherealized
he had lost a lot of ground back there.
. Out and around therestof thecountl] the Democrats
plodded on. They weren't all that gracefuf or moving too
swiftly, but they kept on faithfully.
The finish line is still a ways down the road, but no
longer are the Democrats choking in Bush's dust. In fact,
if he doesn't make up some distance soon he may find
1
himself losing the race.
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•Rise seen in number of college students who
t,~~r more than four years to graduate
She went to Spain for a year, and makes
room every semester to take horseback
riding. She also works 25 to 35 hours a
week to pay her way for school.
To do everything she wants to do, she
has ended up taking three classes a semester. "I realized that if I wanted to get the
most out of college, I couldn't take a full
course load of classes," Rella said.
Rella is not alone. According to John
Kraus, director of Institutional Research,
the average length of study before graduating is 4 .3 years.
In a study done by Institutional Research, the graduation rate for freshmen
who came to UNHin the 1983-84 academic
year was 49 percent for four years of study,
and 64 percent for five years of study. For
the freshmen who entered in 1984-85, the
graduation rate was 45 percent for four
years of study, and 62 percent for five.
Although the number of students who
graduate in five years is larger, Toni Taylor,
assistant director of Institutional Research,
said she's not sure why. "It's not an obvious
or apparent trend," Taylor said. "I don't
think there's been enough evidence at this
institution."
Taylor said she's not sure whether or
not the trend is an increasing one. She said
more studies would have to be done to find
out.
Educators offer several suggestions as
to why students are taking longer and longer
to complete college. One of the biggest
reasons is that problems with finances are
becoming more prominent.
Tory Poulin, academic counselor and
administrative assistant in the English department, said students sometimes have to
withdraw to get additional money for school.
. "I'm sure there are students who don't
graduate with the rest of their class for
financial reasons," said Jim Farrell, assistant professor in the communications de-

Trisha Perry, a sophomore Family
Kevin Laberge, a sophomore engipartment. Farrell said he's noticed some
major who is also going into the
Studies
going
difficult
is
it
said
major,
neering
students have switched to part-time status
said she could do her
so they can get a job to make the money to through the program. He said he is consid- education program,
at another school, but
internship
year
fifth
his
lessen
to
classes
summer
taking
ering
continue. Therefore, they often go over the
the program is so
because
UNH
chose
four
in
graduate
can
he
that
so
load
course
four-year course of study.
good.
years.
However, Farrell said most of the
Perry said she knew she would have to
Poulin said a student can complete an
communication majors finish in four years.
extra year, so it doesn't bother her.
an
go
sophomore
but
years,
f,;mr
in
major
English
Some students said another reason for
all my friends were going to be
first
"At
major
English{feaching
an
Richards,
Amy
not graduating in four years is because they
now some are
just can't fit all the classes they need in that · isgoingforfive.Althoughshecancomplete moving on," she said. "But
staying."
plans
she
years,
four
in
program
basic
her
time. Michelle Hanley, a senior mechanical
Rella said she doesn't mind the fact
engineering major, said she's going to be on doing an internship and taking graduate
she's already been at UNH five years and
courses during her fifth year.
here another year.
"I knew I was going to be on a five- still has more ahead of her. She said going
According to Hanley, since she deher to get more field
clared her major a semester late, she had the yearplanwhenlcamehere,"Richardssaid. extra years allows
major.
option of either taking summer classes or "Sometimes I wonder if I shouldn't have experience for her
and I wanted to be here
school,
love
"I
do
to
need
I
but
else,
something
for
gone
going an extra semester. However, Hanley
longer," Rella said. "It's safer than going
said she is going a full extra year because what I want to do."
Richards said she's glad she has the out in the real world."
she wants to graduate in May.
"I get to be a senior twice," Hanley ·
Hanley said she really doesn't mind fifth year, because it will be easier to get a
going the extra year, although she will miss teaching job after she does her internship. said. "That'll be fun."
her senior friends. She said
spreading out her classes to
the extra year will allow her
to experience even more of
UNH. "I feel confident that I
can handle it," she said.
Hanley said one out of
three engineering majors go
to school for five years, because the classes are so demanding. "They expect us to
take so many and it really is
hard," she said.
Donald Melvin, associate dean of the engineering
department, said there is a
good chance that engineering
majors may spread out their
course load. He said the engineering program is a fouryear program, and if students
wish to take more than four
years, they work it out with
their advisors.
Students wait in line Monday morning for Steven Wright tickets (Winifred Walsh photo).
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AFFORDAB LE FITNESS AT
THE SEACOAS T'S BEST CLUB

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Department if Theater and Dance
presents
The Comedy ·

Offer ends December 31, 1991

THE FRONT PAGE

!!!STUDENTS!!!

$99 for Spring Semester
(January 1st to 31st) ·
Indoor Pool, Aerobics, Reebok Step, Cardiovascular, Free
One-on-Ones, Nautilus, Free Weights, Racquetball,
Wallyball and Lounge ... On the Coast bus route

The Work•
' Athle tic Clal,

246 Route 108
Somerswor th
742-2163

By Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
November 15 and 16 at 8 pm
November 20 at 10:30 am
November 20 and 21 at 7 pm
November 22 and 23 at 8 pm
JOHNSON THEATER
PAUL CREATIVE ARTS CENTER
General: $ 7.
UNH Students/Emplo yees/Alumni/Seniors: $6
Dover /Durham Chamber Members:$6
Tickets available at the Memorial Union
Ticket office: 862-2290, and at the door.
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•Recommendations to report only on-campus sexual assaults
From page 1
determined, CinquiniGoodmon said. "Until we put a
committee together and discuss it,
we do not have an agreement," she
said.
The recommendations
are in the process of being reviewed
this week and will be discussed
next Monday at a meeting,
DiBiasio said. If the recommendations are approved, they could
go into effect immediately, he said.
According to CinquiniGoodmon, a number of sexual assaults have occurred on Main Street
and in the close vicinity, and they
should be included in the sexual
assault statistics for UNH.
Incidents that happen
within a mile perimeter around
campus should be included in the
statistics, Cinquini-Goodmon said.
The recommendations
were partially made in response to
the Campus Crime Act of 1990,
which requires college campuses
to report sexual assaults, DiBiasio
said.
However, CinquiniGoodmon said the Campus Crime
Act spells out minimums not necessarily meant as guidelines for
reporting crime statistics.
"Each campus is going
to have to look at their specific

environments and determine how
the law can best be applied,"
Cinquini-Goodmon said.
DiBiasio said he realizes
the recommended procedure is not
as encompassing as it was in the
past However, he said it defines
what is considered on-campus
more precisely and includes places
which were not considered oncampus in the past.
Reporting on-campus
sexual assault statistics in a clear
and concise rrianner is of primary
importance to the University,
DiBiasio said. He said the statistics were reported inaccurateIy and
inconsistently by newspapers in
the past.
By being clear, comprehensive and accurate, DiB iasio said
the statistics will increase awareness about sexual assault on campus. "All things considered, this is
a positive improvement," he said.
"When an incident occurs
we're still going to report it," said
UNH Police Chief Roger
Beaudoin. "This in no way interferes with when the information is
released."
Because there will be
more time to look at the statistics,
Beaudoin said the public reports

"A large portion of the
will be more informative and acstudent body lives off-campus,"
curate.
Kathy Blenk, a UNH Blenk said. "I think they should
junior who has studied sexual include the Dover and Newmarket
assaults on university campuses, areas because so many students
said only including on-campus · live there."
If the recommendations
incidents of sexual assault is ungo into effect, student awareness
realistic.

of sexual assault will decrease,
Blenk said. "It's going to decrease
our awareness and decrease our
safety," she said.
"We don't have a decent
campus safety system set up,"
Blenk said. "Now they're taking
away our infonnation sources."
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ADVEa-r•s•NG DEAD.. •NES
•Ads appearing in Friday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m . .
on Wednesday.
•Ads appearing in Tuesday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m.
on Friday.
THIESIE DIEADI.INIES WIERIE
NOT MADIE TO BIE BROKEN

We are accepting applications starting Nov. 12, 1991 for the positions

arrange for an interview with the current Editor in Chief and
Managing Editor.

Christopher George, Molly Brennan and Jonathan Lane perform in "The Front Page,"
See arts pages for article (Greg Emr/fNH Staff photo).

Matt Leavitt and Jonathan Kramer perform as reporters in
"The Front Page," see arts pages (Greg EmrffNH Staff photo).
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Inevitably, someone will ask, "Do they
· pay you to do this?"
Sometimesit'ssomedrunkorextremely
obnoxious Neanderthal who asks, but just
as often someone will be genuinely curious.
My response usually depends on who's
doing the asking. I may be straight with
them and tell the truth - "Yes, of course I
get paid," with a friendly Are you kidding?
look - or, if the situation calls for it, I may
say something to the effect of "No, I volunteer out of the goodness of my heart," with

Thursday).
If you're a
non-resident who
has ever tried to
get into one of
these halls on the
weekend, you
know what I
mean. Hordes of students and visitors
crowd the roped-off area in the lobby,

Checking in at Stoke
A first-person feature on the trials and
tribulations of security desk work
By Sandra Boncek

Special to TNH
an appropriate roll of the eyes.
Such a silly question, really. Yes, I
adore sitting here for six hours on weekend
nights, watching my friends as they head
out into what surely promises to be wild
night- because if it weren't, then, by God,
I wouldn't be missing it, would I?
Sometimes I have to grit my teeth and
remind myself that the decision to work the
security desk in Stoke Hall has been a very
responsible (gulp) decision, and that I should
be proud of myself. I will not spend any
money tonight, I tell myself. In fact, I'll be
slightly richer. I will n_ot-wake up with a riproaring hangover. I won't end up having a
terrible night, wishing I'd stayed in.
(Of course, chances are that I won't
have a wonderful fun-filled evening either,
but we digress.)
And hell, I may even be able to get a
little bit of homework done.

a

more and more difficult, I applied for the
job as a security desk worker.
After all, as I told myself over and over
again, all I was taking time out of was my
partying, and two nights of freedom per
weekend were enough, anyway. Right?

waiting for a resident to come down to sign
them in.
Even if you 're a resident, you may very
well have to wait in line for your name to be
looked up if you don't have your out key to
prove that you live there.
This is especially a problem in Stoke.
Lynne Kingsbury, assistant hall director of
Stoke, came to Stoke from Williamson where
she used to be a Resident Assistant. She
says she had trouble figuring out why Stoke
residents neglected to carry their out keys,
thus creating long lines during peak periods, before she realized that in Williamson,
residents had room keys to carry. If you had

Right?
The comments - they rarely vary.
"So now are they going to frisk me?"
asks a guffawing guy who shows me a
University of Rhode Island ID.
I laugh politely. I do not frisk him.
Another guest, when I stamp his hand
with the letter of the night - tonight I've

apologetic smile.
I've gotten pretty used to the job by
now. I've come to know what to expect, and
what to dread.
Where before I was scared I might not
be able to keep up with the crowd or that I
might inadvertently let three cases of beer
go in unnoticed, my biggest fears now include people who hold the outside door.
open while they talk to their friends - that
gets cold - and not being able to keep my
eyes open until one in the morning. ·
But the worst, by far, are the people
who get mad, because when they get mad,
they get mad at me.
"That's retarded," says a girl whose
friend hasn't brought an ID, her eyes boring
into me as if ,I personally created this rule
just so her friend would never be able to
enter Stoke. "Can't she just give you her
social security number?" ·
"Sorry, but they're not my rules," I say
mechanically as she storms off with her
friend, obviously to a dorm which is lacking
a security desk. Either that, or she'll wait
until 1 a.m. when the desk goes down.
Either way, she's not my problem anymore.

..

The job does have its benefits; I'll be
the first to admit that. For one thing, drunk
people look twice as funny when you're
sober, and three times as funny when you 're
sober and tired. For another, I talk to lots of
people, and some of them give me food.
"Saaaaaaaaam," I hear in the distance.
"Saaaaaaaaam .... piiiiiizaaa ... "
I turn to the voice and there's a friend of
mine, a wonderful guy who has promised
me a piece of his large pepperoni pizza. It's
here. Fantastic.
I've met multitudes. I've been invited
to Oktoberfest, had deep, meaningful conversations with gorgeous guys as they waited
for their girlfriends, and have gotten free
Thursday-night sundaes from the Ice House
Too.
"This is so great," says my co-worker
Tree as she dives into the great hot fudge
sundae the deliveryman has left for us.
At this moment, whipped cream dripping down my chin, I have to agree.

Sighing, I put my Spanish book aside
- for the third time - and raise my eyes to
a group of girls standing over me. Noticing
that one girl is handing me her ID with a
little more amusement than is necessary, I
examine it casually.
There she is, photo and all, identified as
a "sex instructor."
"They took it at URI," she says innocently. "Look, it has my social security
number and everything."
Baffled, I hand her off to the R.A.s on
duty for a judgment call.
"Can I see your ID?" I ask for the
second time, loudly, since the guy I'm talking to is paying little attention to anything
but his blond girlfriend.
''This is worse than Fort Knox," he
says, tossing his license on the desk in front
of me. Watching me write, he asks, "What
the hell do you need my social security
number for?"
Knowing he doesn't want to hear a real
reason, I tell him, "Security reasons." "Jesus Christ," he says as he saunters
over to the elevator, girlfriend in tow.
I know what you're thinking; I myself
have spent two years of weekends looking
pityingly over my shoulder upon those poor,
unfonunate souls behind the security desk
who sat in on Friday and Saturday nights. I
would say a silent prayer of thanks as I left
them behind, and sometimes as I passed
them on my way back in, that I was not one
of them.
But somehow, toward the middle of
last year, something strange happened. I got

"But you know me,"
says a girl in the front
of the line who I
swear I've never laid
eyes on.
Then I look
again and realize
with embarrassment
that she lives on my
floor. I wave her
through with an

Dictionary and
you!ll
find

busier and busier, and I found my responsibilities talcing over.
Fridays and Saturdays when I was
forced to stay in if I were to have even a
ghost of a chance of passing my test on
Tuesday, or finishing my·paper by Monday,
were becoming far too frequent to ignore.
Also, working at 8 a.m. on Fridays
made Thursday nights pretty much out of
the question ... well, most of the time. And
since finding time for my office work-study
job-during office hours - was becoming

chosen a Q - tells me that I "didn't do a
good enough job on the Q."
I tell him he's more than welcome to
stamp it again himself if he so desired.

to carry one key anyway, it was no problem
to carry two, she says.
But since in Stoke the rooms have
combinations, for many it's too much of a
hassle to carry a key.
I'm told to reward the dutiful Stoke
residents who carry theiroutkeys by allowing them to go right in if it's crowded.
"Keys, anyone? Anyone have their
keys?" I ask loudly, and two or three people·
from the back pass through with relief.

The larger residence halls, which include Christensen and Williamson as well
as Stoke, have security desks set up in the
main lobby on weekend nights, which, of
course, include Thursdays (Look under
weekend in the Official College Student
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"Where's the keg?"
It's 10 till one, and I'm tired. The joke
is all too familiar. If it were only the second
or third time I'd heard it tonight, I'd smile an
automatic, small, polite smile; that early, it
would be almost funny.
But by now the fifth or sixth time - I'm beginning to
get annoyed, as any sane, sober person
would. My comebacks are going slightly
beyond courtesy as I search the back of
these party animals' hands, trying to find
room amidst the three or four Xs and random scratchings Magic-Marked into their
skin.
"The keg?". I ask. "It's in the elevator
. between the fifth and sixth floors - maybe
you should try to find it," I might say as I
stamp their hands. Or, "Well, that cop over
there just said it was in your room."
Then I'll smile.
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Dana Bienvenue, 20, was
found guilty on Nov. 8 in Durham
District Court of drunken driving
stemming from a charge on Sept. 7
by Durham Police.
Valerie Brown, 25, was found
guilty on Nov. 12 in Durham
District Court for an uninspected
vehicle stemming from a charge
on Oct. 22 by Dprham Police.
Patricia S. Cotter, 63, was
found guilty on Nov. 8 in Durham
District Court for operating without a valid license stemming from
a charge on Oct. 8 by Durham
Police.
John Elia, 24, was found guilty
on Nov. 1 in Durham District Court
of speeding stemming from a
charge on Oct. 2 by Durham Police.
Robert Ford, 32, was found
guilty on Nov. 8 in Durham District
Court for an uninspected vehicle
stemming from a charge on July 6
by Durham Police.
Jennifer Hale, 22, was found
guilty on Nov. 1 in Durham District
Court for drunken driving on April
14 by Durham Police.
Ilsa Kuffner, 20, was found
guiltyonNov.1 in Durham District
Court for criminal trespass stemming from a charge on Aug. 28.

Gregory Lake, 30, was found
guilty on Nov. 1 in Durham District
Court for speeding stemming from
a a charge on July 26 by Durham
Police.
Patrick Morrissey, 21, was
found guilty on Nov. 1 in Durham
District Court for speeding stemming from a charge on Sept.14 by
Durham Police.
Derek Peatt, 19, was found
guiltyonNov.1 in Durham District
Court for false reports to law enforcement stemming from a charge
on Sept. 1 by Durham Police.
David Proulx, 21, was found
. innocent on Nov. 8 in Durham
District Court for criminal trespass
stemming from a charge on Sept.
12 by Durham Police.
Eric Putney, 21, was found
innocent on Nov. 8 in Durham
District Court for criminal trespass
stemming from a charge on Sept.
12 by Durham Police.
Karen Schofield, 20, was
found guilty on Nov. 1 in Durham
District Court for traffic control
devices stemming from a charge
on Sept 6 by Durham Police.
Andre Felix, 18, was found
guilty on Nov. 1 in Durham District
Court for minor in possession
stemming from a charge on Sept
12 by University Police.
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Learning the world
of 'kovs' and 'inskis'
at the end By Tammy West
When I decided to attend UNH
I also decided to ease into the
fall,
this
by taking just two courses.
things
of
stream
The course I'm ragged on most about is
Russian 401.
Don't ask me why. My friends all
have different reasons. One of my friends
thinks I'm crazy. "It'll be like learning
everything over again. Just like kindergarten." she told me.
Well, almost.
Leaming Russian ~ like being in
kindergarten again. The first day of classes,
we learned how to sing the alphabet song in
Russian.
When Wolfgang Amadaus Mozart composed this song for his son, I don't think he
knew that you'd be able to sing it in Russian.
Needless to say, I was very shy about singing
it. I felt like I was six years old again. Soon
enough, though, I was saying the alphabet
in my sleep.
Another friend thinks thatRussain
is as easy as Spanish.
"Alotof 'kovs' and 'inskis' attheend right?"
In the words of Homey the ClownI don't think so!
Every case has an ending. Every
ending has an exception. I've spent nights
tearing my hair out by the roots trying to
keep all the endings straight. Everyone
wonders why my hair is so thin, well, there's
your reason. On top of all those endings,
there is the fact that you have to keep your
soft and hard sounds straight and remember whether or not they fall under the spelling
rules. I don't think I worked this hard in my
freshman English class at U. Texas El Paso,
and the professor I had was known as the
Marquis de Sade of the English Department.
By the way, have you ever heard
someone with a Texas accent speak Russain?
Let me tell you, it's hard. When I first
started taking Russian, I had just returned
from a semester at UTEP, so the accent I had
when I first moved to New Hampshire six
years ago had returned after spending six
months back in my old hometown. As you
can imagine, it sounded very awkward for
the first month or so of class. Until I caught
the jist of the proununciation, I sounded like
a drunk cowboy.
There are many positive attributes
to learning Russian. The best is the feeling
of sucsess when you get a "++" on your
homework. My Russian professor, Sasha,
takes great delight in giving people that
grade and drilling us if we don't. That's
important. Unless you drill, you won't
learn.
Which brings me to another comment, this one by one of my customers at
work.
"Isn't learning Russian a lot of
hard work?"
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OF COURSE IT IS!!!!!!
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Next to the Oriental languages,
Russian and English are the hardest languages to learn. Work, work and more
work. It's like a never ending stream of
work, but those of us in the class knew what
we were getting into when we signed up.
We have written homework every night, we
memorize about 20 to 30 words a night, and
we read about IO pages a night. Depending
on the person, we spend an average of two
hours a night on our Russian homework.
A certain person I know, who shall remain
nameless, has three other classes, hard
-ones at that, and the majority of his time is
spent on Russian.
I don't mean to sound negative. I
enjoy taking this class. I felt is was nessecary
Like eyerything th~ Bag~lry Jna:kes and serves, our bagels are
to take this class. With all the events in the ~made with only the finest mgredumts and baked twice every day.
Soviet Union in just the last five years, it
might be beneficial to learn Russian. I have
Mill Road Plaza, Durham
fun in this class, because the other students
19 Market St. Commercial Alley
868-1424
are as enthusiastic as I am, and the professor,
Portsmouth, NH
Mon-Fri 6:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
well, he's just terrific, he's wonderful, he's
431-5853
Sat/Sun 6:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
professonal, he's actually Russian!!! (I'm
not trying to butter him up so e'll kick my
grade up a couple of notches ... well,
maybe... well .. okay I'll admit it, yes I am.
i(
Are you listening Sasha? )
Essentally, I really like Russian
because it's challenging. Believe me, tryue
ing to work, spend time with my family,
with friends, and doing my homework is not
an easy juggle.
Oneofmymore dim-twittyfriends
(and I say this with the deepest of affection)
once commented that she dido 't understand
why I took Russian, and why, as a college i(
student, I didn't want to hang loose and "be
snakey" (don't ask. I don't even know what
"be snakey" means and this girl is one of my
best friends.)
Don't get me wrong-I don't take
anything too-too seriously . That's what
irks me. People think that students who take
Russian are serious nerds from the Engineering Department. Not true. I hate that.
It's stereotyped and prejudged. Students
from many majors take Russain because
they feel it's important to know a second
language. It is.
I won't get into the details about
why learning a second language is so important. I'm a journalism major, and I felt
this strange desire to be bilingual.
I have one more thing to say, and
it's totally unrealated to Russian.
My hero, Gene Roddenberry, the
man who created Star Trek, died about two
weeks ago. Thankyou,ohGreatBirdofthe
Galaxy, for providing the masses with a
vision of the future that didn't have people ~
living on the streets, gang warfare and the
othertradgedies thatplauge us in the 1990s.
I'll miss him.
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Hello,
The W.I.R.C. wiII be
plannin g next semes ter's
progra mming on
Wedne sday, Novem ber 20
from 5:30 - 7:30. We are
interes ted in your input and
ideas and hope that you
will be able to attend our
meetin g. We look forward
to seeing you.
Sincerely,
Wome n's Issues Resour ce
Center
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When more is better
Wake up students.
Your administration is trying to snow you.
Last week, your Vice President for Student
Affairs sent out a memo recommending that the
University go from reporting sexual assault statistics every month to reporting them only twice
a year. He also suggested that the University
release statistics on sexual assaults that happen
on-campus only.
In the memo, DiBiasio said that if these
changes in reporting statistics go through, the
campus will be safer. Reporting sexual assaults
less frequently will eliminate confusion, DiBiasio
wrote. It will also help the administration reinforce its "principal goal-which has been and
continues to be-to increase awareness."
Yeah, right.
Who does DiBiasio think he's fooling?
Logic would tell any person that the less you
inform a community, the less aware the community will be. The less aware and on guard people
are, the more they will be in danger.
After the bad press UNH has received from
sexual assaults on campus in the past five years,
it isn't surprising that the administration is thinking of trying to report less. But, if administrators
care at all about the quality of life at UNH, they
will think again.
As it stands now, the community is not informed enough as to any circumstances behind
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Child
abuse
To the editor:
A copy of your Oct. 25 newspaper The New Hampshire was
forwarded to The New Hampshire
Task Force on Child Abuse and
Neglect by a concerned reader.
We were appalled to see your
"Family Secrets" cartoons depicting a child who had been beaten
with chains by his Dad and a
daughter who had been sexually
molested by her father. Your lack
of sensitivity to this issue and your
view that this might be funny
continues to victimize both children and adults who have suffered
the lifelong scars of child abuse.
The students who read The
New Hampshire will after graduation go on to be the teachers,
business leaders and community
member of this state. The New
Hampshire has the opportunity to
make UNH students aware of the
enormity and horrorof the problem
of child abuse. It seems highly
irresponsible to us that would instead present these issues as
somehow laughable or of little
consequence.
Thestudentsatthe University
of New Hampshire have for many
years worked hard for the prevention of child abuse and neglect.
Currently Kappa Delta sorority,

the sexual assaults. All the University currently
reports is the number of assaults and if they
happened on or off campus. No one knows if
these assaults are stranger rapes, attempted rapes
or date rapes.
If the administration truly wants to make the
campus more safe, it will give out more information, not less. This paper has no desire to report
the names of victims or perpetrators. But, this
paper does have the desire and the duty to keep the
students informed.
People have a right to know how many of the
four sexual assaults reported to the conduct office
between school's opening and Nov. 1, 1991 were
acquaintance, stranger or attempted rapes.
If the administration releases statistics only
twice a year, what good will it do? Yes, people
will know that the assaults happened. But, they
won't know about them as they happen.
DiBiasio's memo also suggests that statistics
should be reported from the current year only. So,
if a woman waits until next year to report a rape
that happened this semester, the campus may
never know about it.
DiBiasio's reasoning for this is "that the
monthly statistics included incident reports from
the past and present, a distinction that was not
always clearly expressed in the newspaper. By
reporting only those incidents that occur in a
current year, a clearer picture of campus safety

Kappa Sigma and Chi Omega all
work to increase the public's
awareness of the need for child
abuse prevention and hold events
each year donating the proceeds to
benefit the Task Force efforts.
It is our hope that the staff of
The New Hampshire will also work
to help the more than 5,500 children who were beaten, burned,
physically assaulted or sexually
molested last year in New Hampshire and no longer trivialize their
suffering.
Lauren B. Savage
Outreach Coordinator

Hunting
response
To the editor:
As I read "To Hunt or Not?"
(TNH Oct. 15, 1991), anumberof
thoughts raced through my mind.
One of these was the fact that Mr.
Lozier, the venerable author of the
piece, has no idea what he's talking about. We,-a handful of Animal
Science students and faculty at the
Thompson School, would like to
take issue with his asinine assault
on animal agriculture.
First, Mr. Lozier states that a
cow needs 16 pounds of grain per
pound of meat produced. That's
true enough, if a farmer wanted to
waste his money solely on grain.
What is excluded in the article is
the fact that the average bovine
derives 83 percent of its diet from

forages; plant matter unfit for human consumption. Of the J 7 percent which can be fed as grain,
(cattle don't need grain - they've
done just fine grazing grass long
before we domesticated them), a
wide variety of feedstuffs which
would otherwise be useless can be
employed. Things such as cottonseed meal, soybean meal, poultry
litter, citrus pulp, bone meal, even
Hershey's chocolate (Council of
Agricultural Science and Technology). The bottom line here is
that cattle are extremely efficient
at using virtually any type of feed
and this is a major factor in bovine
nutrition.
Second, while it may be true
that a cow produces 16 times as
much waste as a human, it's a
renewable by-product and all of it
is put back in to the earth for soil
enrichment. Anyone who's driven
by a field recent! y spread with
manure can testify to that. Why do
you think organic fanners swarm
to cattle farms for this great natural source of fertilizer? What do
you suppose the expensive compost that you buy at the store is?
And what's this about cows contributing to the greenhouse effect?
Mr. Lozier seemed to indicate in
his article that the methane given
off from bovine feces was one of
the major factors contributing to
this world-wide problem. He
makes it seem as though cattle are
the lone culprits in this problem,
when in fact cars are far more
detrimental to the environment
than cows will ever be. A car
doesn't give anything back. Don't .

emerges for that specified period."
Wrong.
If the newspapers are having troubles distinguishing between the numbers of sexual assaults
from this year and year's past, we are safe to
assume that the administration is not being clear
enough in releasing the statistics. Will reporting
the statistics twice a year make the same information any clearer?
A third part of DiBiasio's memo says that in
the future, the statistics should include only assaults that happen on campus. DiBiasio wrote in
the memo that because of reporting both on and
off campus assaults, confusion results.
Are we correct to assume that if these guideline pass, we will no longer know about offcampus sexual assaults?More than half ofUNH's
population lives off-campus in Durham, Dover,
Newmarket and Lee.
The only in depth information we received
this semester on a sexual assault happened off
campus. Had that assault happened next semester
would we have heard about it?
By being clear, comprehensive and accurate,
DiBiasio said the statistics will increase awareness about sexual assault on campus. "All things
considered, this is a positive improvement," he
said.
A positive improvement? To the University's
image, yes. To the UNH community, no.

single out cows, either; if the point
is to harp on methane-produoing l r
animalS' and the greenhouse effeet, include all ruminant animals
with similar digestive systems such
as the sheep, goats, wilderbeest,
moose, antelope and deer. Do you
want to rub them out too? If you
want to be environmentally correct,
quit driving cars and lay off the
cow. Ben & Jerry's have so many
cows a single human probably

couldn't count them in a day, and
they 're considered to be very environmentally concerned.
Third, (yes, there's more!),
4,000 gallons of water for a day's
worth of food? Come on. True,
cattle drink vast amounts of water,
(so do sumo wrestlers and we're
not concerned about their existence), but the majority is returned
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Gang Warfare :
Is Chicago Helpless?
by Ben Hecht
It would have been the gangs and racketeers
imagined difficult for have already affected
gang warfare, reprisal, considerable of the city's
and murder to give life. Citizens have been·
Chicago a shock, but the buying protection for
killing of the Moran themselves and their
gangsters did it. The business.
Can the various
criminals nave been
defiant and successful authorities of the city
in their apparent im- break up these orgmunity, but these anizations? Can they
murders Thursday went penetrate into the
out of the compre- headquartersofthe mand
hension of a civilized · find the leaders and
city .... The worst of it agents? It is probable that
is that throughout the there are few of the
years of gang warfare killers who are not
and murder there has known to the police of
been plenty of evidence Chicago and other cities.
to indicate who had ... arrests can be made,
reason to do it and no they are made but what
proof discoverable of proof can be brought in
The
them?
with
who did it.
A . gqod many · criminals believe that it
citizens have been cannotbedone,or thatit
consoling themselves will not be done ....
The butchering of
with the reflection that
after all the gangsters seven men by open
are only killing each daylight raises this
other. That's a deadly question for Chicago: Is
consolation . . . . The it helpless?
(cont. page A 18)
interlocking activities of

. ~Front Page" Premiere Makes
News: Called Sordid & Profane
The play was written by Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur.
Their scheme of reproducing a life with which
both have superficial
contacts has been to
multiply one character
into a group to string
p rofanities, intimate
vulgarities and wisecracks through three acts
of excitement.
Percy Hammond
insists that he heard
more smart talk from
reporters in twenty
minutes at the first
performance of "The
Front Page" than he has
heard in seven years in
the offices of the HeraldTribune. Heywood

Inside:

Broun adds his bit to the
observation by agreeing
that in eighteen years'
newspaper experience he
has never met so flip and
salty a bunch of press·
men.
My own journalistic
contacts go back some
thirty years, and these
(cont page B13)

University of New Hampshire
Department of Theater & Dance
presents the comedy
by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
Directed by Susan Jonas
.

November 15 and 16 at 8:00 PM
November 20 at 10:30 AM
November 20 and 21 at 7:00 PM
November 22 and 23 at 8:00 PM
General Admission: $7.00
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni/Seniors: $6.00
0 .
Reservations: 862-2290
~
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center,
Durham, New Hampshire
Dinner theater package available at
The Woods Restaurant,. New England Center

Hecht Remembers Chicago
I have lived in other
cities but .have been
inside only one. I knew
Chicago's thirty-two feet
ofintestines. I once wore
all the windows of
Chicago and all its
doorways on a key ring.
Saloons, mansions, alleys,
depots,
courtrooms,
factories, hotels, police

Death Row Convict
Exposes Police Cover-up ~i~}~~~:~~~~e~~~~;1t~
by Ben Hecht

"I was having a
nap," Teddy Sched
reminisced in his death
cell, "when I heard a
noise. I knew it was the
cop. I jumped for the
skylight, like I'd always
planned, and this cop
came busting into the
room. I didn't have my
gun handy and was in
my underpants. The cop
had his gun in his hand. I
thought I was a goner,
hanging from the skylight
in my underpants. But'the
cop didn't shoot. He just
looked at me with his
mouth open and turned
blue and flopped to the
floor, dead with heart
failure. I was so surprised
I hung there a few
seconds. Then all the
boys came in. After
Chief Scheutler kicked
you out of the room, he
pulled off the dead cop's
coat and shot him under
the arm. Then he sliced
his own hand with a
pocketknife and smeared
his blood on the cop,
because guys don't bleed
after they're dead. He
was saving the honor of
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the police force, he said.
He didn't want it on
record that a police
been
officer had
frightened to death by
just looking at me. And
while he was giving the
dead cop an honorable
wound, he make a deal
with me. He promised
not to rough me up if I
kept my mouth shut
about the dead cop. So,
why not? 1 was going to
be tried for killing two
other cops. There was
no harm in making ·it
three. Just a little more

were my haberdashery.
A man lay on his
backinBarneyGro gan's
saloon with a · knife
sticking out of his belly,
and I made notes.
A naked woman

with a smoking gun in
her hand knelt and
moaned beside a dead
· dentist, "Why did I do it?
I loved him so!" And
there was a dentist
arreS t ed for raping a
patient during office
hours whose crime was
immortalized by the
headline, "Dentist Fills Wrong Cavity."
The school board
for
arrested
was

poison from eating the
leg of one of the corpses
in his custody.
The mayor of the
city, William . Hale
Thompson, was accused
of stealing all the money
out of the treasury and
giving it away to friends.
The yellow cabs
fought the checkered
cabs, and passengers
were tossed into the gutter.
The Hearst Chicago
Examiner fought the
Chicago Tribune, and each .
publication sent stern
and muscled minions
through the rush-hour
streetcars to snatch the
rival paper out of
passengers' hands, and,
on resistance, toss the
readers into the gutter.
(cont page A5)

publicity for me, before
my good-by party."
On the sidewalk in grafLln·vestiga tors
front of the house, revealed the new county
Scheuttler asked me hospital had pillars
stuffed with straw
nervously' "What are instead of cement and
you going to write about
was menacing th e lives Noose to be replaced
the dead officer?"
. Ch . ,,
who entered it; and b. "El
ofall
I remember Scheutler
Y ectnc a,r
f
k
· ·
h
o
eeper
assistant
e
t
and Louis Lingg and
many other old Wooden t....-h_e_m_or_g_u_e_d_ie_d_o_f_ _ _ _ _ _(_se_e_p_a_g_e_A_I7_)
Shoes' stories.
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A Comedy That lVIakes You Think - And ·Laugh
~

By Linda L. Hyatt
TNH Staff
Behind the scenes last
Friday, actors sang "Amazing
Grace" as they prepared to go
onstage.
The song, which UNH
actors sing before each show, is
supposed to give them good luck.
If "Amazing Grace" is
UNH' s secret to great performances, the actors should keep
singing.
Like many UNH shows,
last Friday's production of ''The
Front Page" reflected hours of
preparation, a good sense of timing and a different approach.
Director Susan Jonas followed the script word for word,
but made one crucial change of her
own. The leading role, ace reporter
Hildy Johnson, was originally a
man's part. Jonas made the character female and gave the role to
junior Molly Brennan.

The play, set in 1928, is
a farce on yellow journalism and
sleazy politics. Its characters are
stereotypical: the news reporters drink, smoke and are unfeeling; the mayor and sheriff are
crooks who try desperately to
get re-elected.
The result of the combination made for a hysterical
evening.
Good acting, lighting
and use of effects helped make
the play move quickly. Four
desks, a bay window and a paper-littered floor made up the
simple, yet functional set. Since
the setting never left the newsroom, there was opportunity for
the play to get boring. But, the
absurd surprises kept the audience far from boredom.
The first act did, however, start slowly. The male reporterssit around thepressroom,
drinking, smoking and talking.

But once Hildy steps onto the
stage, things begin to crash
around her.
Brennan,
although
smaller and shorter than the rest
of the cast members, comes off
larger than any of them. Believably and convincingly, Brennan
makes Hildy tough, yet still manages to make her human by giving her a touch of compassion.
All around, the acting
was very solid. Each character
was discernable from the rest, although at times, some male reporters seemed to lose and gain
their identities in each other.
Christopher George, Alex Mann
and Derek Lucci did exceptional
jobs at making their reporters different from the rest. I found myself sympathizing with a convincing streetwalker Molly
Malloy, but wished at times that
her Irish accent was less thick.

The play was effective
for many reasons. Successfully, it
made fun of journalism and the
corruptness of politicians. And
still did more.
As a woman journalist, I
couldn't help but relate to Hildy.
I found myself thinking of journalism today and women's roles
in it. I viewed Hildy as a pioneer;
it takes a special type of person to
put up with the heckling Hildy
did. Brennan did her job well. I
came away feeling inspired by
Hildy's guts.
Jonas' decision to change
Hildy to a woman was right on.
Because of the decision, the play
was laced with hints of the beginning of the feminist movement.
Six clone-like women
dressed identically, with coiffed
wigs, fake eyelashes and overdone
makeup danced to the direction
of a tall man in white coattails
before and after each act. These

dance numbers helped show
how far women have come since
the 1920s. I saw these women as
symbolsofthewaywomen were
viewed during the 20s: as dependent and submissive.
Jonas' decision to use
these women further slam med
home her intention to support
Hildy and her independence.
Jonas deserves credit.
Shewascompleteineveryaspect
of her production. Before the
show, music from the era was
piped through the house. The
ushers all wore press hats. The
blend of dance, music such as
Irving Aaronson and his Commanders' "Let's Misbehave,"
and drama made for a thoroughly enjoyable evening. On
top of all that, I left the show
thinking of how the 1920s compare. to today.
This comedy makes
one think and laugh. In itself,
that is amazing.

Reflectionsfrom the Green Room:
-.;

Backstage at The Fr<;)nt Page · ·
...
By Ed Puffer
._ TNHStaff
Frank Whitty,. Sherriff
"Pink~" ,Hartman, checks .
out his ·costume at the mirrors in the costume shop.
Director Susan Jonas
makes ·a paper airplane and
pacestheGreenRoom. "I'm not
~ really nervous, I'm bored.~' Her
job is technically over.
Several actors reenact
the great scenes from "This is
Spinal Tap". "Which way's the
stage?" Basil Harris cracks everyone up with his impressions
of Marlon Brando, Jimmy
Stewart, George Bush andJ ames
Kirk.
Everyone in the Green
Room wants to ignore the work
at hand, while at the same time
they are psyching themselves
up for the delivery of the famous line that begins evecy play:
"Places! Places, everyone!"
The Green Room is the
lounge in the UNH Theater Department, and it adjoins the
dressing rooms and the costume
shop. There is a green room in
almost every theater, though no
one here tonight is quite sure
why they are called green
rooms. However, they do know
it is a tradition as old as the
Scot's Tragedy curse.
By day, the UNH
GreenRoomisagathering-place
for theater students, either between classes, before rehearsals, or just to hang out. Tonight,
however, the Green Room is the
nerve center of the cast and crew
of ''The Front Page". They use
the Green Room to gear themselves up for the show, physically and mentally.
The call finally comes

at 8:06 from Jayne Paradis, assis- Huxley's Brave New Word,, _()ther:s
, tant _stage.manager, "Places! 0.h, ·. are studying~ The dancers are tryare they all upstairs?" She finds ing to relax, butthey soot! get up to
the Green Room empty, except practice their next number.
forafewactorsexchanging"b_reak
While the Green Room
a leg." Most cast members have ; ~· has a tense; quiet atmosphere, the

,
fled \hat his hair is suffif·ently .
white and slick, it is time to ''get
tuxed."
The first act is over, and
cast members gauge the show in
different ways. "Went well."

Jfj

,., ...., ,.,.
..

.
.

Front Pagers Jonathon Lane, Christopher George, and Alex Mann (Courtesy Photo).
already headed up to the Johnson
Theatre, hoping to get some energy from the audience reaction
to the start of the show.
The atmosphere of the
Green Room changes during the
performance. In the first act, it is a
work-oriented environment. Not
many cast members are there, and
the few who are are concentrating. On the outside the cast members are calm.
Michael Saccone, who
plays Pincus, reads Adolis

men's dressing room is rocking.
Someone brought a portable stereo to blare out the tunes, and musical tastes have already clashed,
particularly between the factions
for and against U-2.
Some actors do not appear on stage until the second act,
so they are just beginning to get
into costume and character. Kirk
Pynchon chokes and gags on the
hairspray that will turn him from a
21-year-old theater major into the
mayor of Chicago. Once he is satis-

"Yep."" All right." "Pretty solid."
Two actors groan and give "soso" hand signals.
As the second act begins,
the cast members in the Green
Room have begun to loosen up.
Some actors have already finished
their performances, and others
have first-act horror stories to tell.
Back massages are exchanged.
Tension has given way to relaxation.
If the Green Room is the
place to relax, the place to be in-

tense is the wings on- Stage Left.
There is camaraderie here, just as
in the Green Room, _b ut here there
is a tense twist. Jokes and stories
are replaced with whispers and
line run-throughs.
Molly Brennan, who
plays Hildy Johnson, avoids the
Green Room and stays in the wings
for most of the performance. As
the show's lead character, Brennan
must be fully keyed up and completely aware of everything on
stage.
Nearby is the props table,
which is covered by all the tools of
the acting trade: guns, fake money,
flasks, a blood-stained handkerchief, a yo-yo, and a deck of cards.
Actors stream in and out
of the door that opens onto the
stage. Many come out excited: they
know their scene worked. Mike
DeLorenzo beats himself with his
hat. "I missed my cue," he
grumbles. Well, just barely, but
he's glad the act is over.
Back down in the Green
Room during the second intermission, the mood is very different than it had been earlier. There
is now an air of celebration, as the
cast members already know they
have won over the audience.
Far from discussing the
corrections they must make, the
actors are coming up with all-new
plans to bring the house down.
Some are discussing how to make
Diamond Louie's injuries look
more serious. "We need some real
blood," the mayor says, as he scans
the room for donors.
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24 boo.r s in
the l.i Leo

R
lant ,yourself in a busy spot on campus and watch the people stream
past. Who are they? Where·are they
~ = = going? What do they do inside those
buildings you've never even entered?
UNH is one university, but it is also 15,000
worlds, one for each of the ?pproximately
12,000 students, 900 facuity ~nd 2,000 sta(l
whose lives intersect here. As we go about our
days in Durham, most of us create our own
'------------------------------1
university, a snug circle of friends and colGet up and .go!
UNH.
"Showers!"
Kushner transfers his energy into ac- leagues that becomes our definition of _
The warning shout pre- tive teaching. He believes "the he.art and
Our own world grows safe and familiar; the
cedes a loud, roaring soul of quality teaching" is giving swdents
·
flush. The water in the choices, creating a positive atmosphere for other worlds be~ome myster,es ~o be explored
showers suddenly turns learning. In 18 years· of teaching, three of
.
scalding hot.
them at UNH, he has learned effectiveness or ignored.
"Ouch!" someone yells. requires student interaction.
. Twelve days ago,~ group of student journal. Kvshner has no illusions that swdents
It's the morning ritual in Hitchcock,
one of six all-female donns. Since 6:30, will remember every ~acL "Down the road,
doors have been creaking open and sleepy- · what:: you 're goiJ_!g . to remember are the ists and photogr~phers set out to explor~ UNH.
eyed students have been tiptoeing to the · experiments,and the experiences, not the
Beginning at 8 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 7, they ·
bathroom.
details," he says. In one of the folders is the
Now, 30 minutes before the start of "Kushner Motivation Inventory," a series fanned out across campus ._for 24.hours, trying
8: 10 classes, the sound of blaring hairdryers of two-choice statements that measure
andrushingwaterslowlydies.Gatheringup motivational factors. He'll use it today in ·to sample as many worlds as possible. They
combs, toothpaste and shampoo, the stu- his 8:10 class, Honors.Psychology 401.
dents rush back to their rooms.
The hollowness of Conant Hall shat- couldn't go everywhere and do everything,
Freshman Julie Fuller slips on a pair of ters as students file in for their first class of
baggy men's jeans, tosses on a Columbia the day. Fuller and the other 30 students in but what they saw and heard and experienced
sweatshin, and laces up her black Chuck Kushner'sclassenterRoom 101,notknowcreates a fuller picture of the university than
Taylors. She skips the hairdryer, choosing ing what to expect today.
Smiling, Kushner greets the class. most of us ever see. These pages_tell the story
the quiet alternative of towel drying and
"We've got lots of exciting things to cover,
combing.
Fuller gathers the books for her 8:10 so let's get moving."
of those 24 hours.
1

class, Honors Psychology 401, and walks
briskly in the frigid morning air, hugging
her books tightly. "I usually don't have time
to go to the dining hall, even though I get up
at 7," she says. "I think I just move too
slowly in the morning."
While Fuller joins friends for breakfast
at Huddleston Hall, Dr. Richard Kushner,
an instructor of psychology, sits alone in his
small two-person office. Choosing a manila
folder from the piles covering his shelves,
he begins flipping through the papers inside.
On Kushner's desk sits a coffee mug
that once contained his morning eye opener:
water. "I want to get energized on the basis
of my natural juices," he explains.

Woman with a mission

TNH/Michelle LaRoche

Hitchcock resident Jill Moore prepares
for the new day.

Carmen Buford's job
may look like a series of
meetings, toppling like a
long line of dominoes.
Each week, as an associate dean of student affairs, she attends around 15 meetings and
spends 20 to 30 hours listening to speeches,
going over memos, planning functions.
Imagine this, and you may feel sleepy.
But Buford doesn't mind, for her cause
is just: bringing cultural diversity to UNH.
Her project is leading the new Office of

Multi-Cultural Student Affairs, whose mission is to "provide support for students of
color, to keep them here.
"I believe people have unlimited capacity for growth, and whether as leader,
supervisor or mother, it's my role to help
them grow," Buford says.
The office has ·sponsored American
Indian Month and Latin-American Month.
It is planning Pre-Kwanzaa, a West African
harvest festival that has become a popular
celebration of African-American heritage.

Continued page B, 9 am.
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9 am, from page A.

Buford, an African-American from
California, received her doctorate in education from UCLA and was chairman of
African-American studies and dean of
student affairs at California State,
Dominguez Hills. She brings her own
diversity to UNH, which has a minority
population of 2 percent, through a different perspective.
Lately, racism has returned to college campuses nationwide. Buford says
UNH incidents are often confined to offhandcomments ortasteless jokes. "People
are frightened of difference," she says.
"The whole melting pot myth just didn't
work for people of color."
However, UNH students often lead

TNH/Jen Leith

the call for cultural diversity. "Students
recognize that the world out there is very
different from the one here in · New
Hampshire," Buford says.
According to Dr. John Krause, director of Institutional Research, the minority community is growing. In 1989,
when Buford first came to UNH, 170
students of color were enrolled in
bachelor's degree programs. Today, 220
students are enrolled, an increase of 34
percent.
Buford doubts cultural diversity will
ever be UNH's main draw, but "the quality programs, the prizewinning faculty,
the research programs will attract students of color."

Walk on the wild side: the tour

"I didn't expect it to be so big,"
When Faith Birtwell
and Alyssa Martin. eau Martineau says of the size of the campus.
crossed into New The girls feel relieved when Hass stops
Hampshire after the and reassures the group it takes only
long drive from East about 10 minutes to get to the farthest
Providence, R.I., Birtwell burst with ex- points on campus.
Students and parents can ask quescitement. "Yeah, New Hampshire! Yeah,
we made it!" Now they sit quietly
in the UNH admissions office in
Grant House, looking at the 1990
UNH yearbook and anxiously
awaiting 10 a.m., when they will
embark on their first college admissions tour.
Seniors from East Providence
High School, Birtwell and
Martineau plan to study elementary education. "I want
to open my own daycare center," Birtwell
TNH/Jen Leith
says. They also want to
play on a volleyball Sophomore Susan Hass gives campus tour.
team together when they
tions at admissions interviews. "The ingo to college.
The two girls heard terviews are not intended to be evaluaabout UNH from friends at tive, but informative," says David Kraus,
school. "UNH has a good associate dean of UNH admissions.
reputation," Birtwell says.
According to Hass, students typiWith a group of about cally want to know "What does it take to
seven other high school juniors be accepted to UNH?"
Kraus says, "The transcript is key."
and seniors, Martineau and
Birtwell gather their coats when The critical factor for admissions is the
Susan Hass introduces herself. student's academic record.
Parents typically want toknow"How
A sophomore at UNH, Hass is
one of 40 student admissions · much will it cost?" The tuition for the
representatives who conduct '91- '92 academic year is $9,840 for outinterviews and group tours for of-state students and $3,290 for New
Hampshire residents.
prospective students.
As the tour returns to Grant House,
Hass tells the group
they will see the inside of a Birtwell and Martineau agree that UNH
The "Burger King" flips one of more than 1,350 patties for lunch. typical dorm, Dimond Library, a science is as great as their peers said it was. They
building and the student union building want tQ come back and stay with a friend
known as the MUB.
to get a better taste of the University.

Food by the ton

Like an army of ants
working away underground, UNH emprepare
ployees
Stillings Dining Hall
for the first wave of
hungry students to arrive for lunch.
In the kitchen, the cooks build a
supply of today's hot entrees to prepare
for the incoming rush.
Standing behind a sizzling grill, Peter Merrill holds his spatula and attentively eyes 75 burgers cooking at once.
As his quick hand scoops up the cooked
burgers and puts them on beds of bread
and cheese, he slaps more ground beef
patties on the grill. More than 1,350 patties will be served for lunch today.
"We call him burger king," says
Debbie Mazza, who watches over five
fryolators as they cook up mounds of
potato wedges.
According to Julia Yates, manager
of Stillings Dining Hall, thousands of
dollars worth of food are consumed each
day at lunch. Students devour about 20
pounds of deli ham, 20 pounds of Swiss
cheese, 30 pounds of turkey, 50 to 60
pounds of American cheese, 150 dozen
butterscotch cookies and 15 to 20 35gallon containers of milk.
Students who come early will beat
the noontime line, which often winds out
the double doors and down the stairs ..
Evelyn Jones and Jean Young stand behind the serving line, ready for the usual
lunch crowd of 1,200 to 1,500 students.
Young says she likes UNH students.
"Some are okay, but some are a pain in

the butt, especially when they don't pick
up after themselves. I call them rugrats."
At Stillings, one of three dining halls
on campus, students can't eat until they
have passed a mealtime institution:
Darlene Griffin. In five years of checking
student IDs, she has gotten to know at
least 800 students by name.
"I love the kids; they' re great," Griffin says. "You know, they have their bad
days. I can tell when they're depressed."
Once past the ID check and serving
line, students can go back for seconds,
thirds, or as many times as they like.
But many students don't go back for
more. "For picky people, it's not that
great," says junior Alisa Cutts. "I've just
come to get used to it."
According to Valerie Gobron, who
works at the meal plan office in Stillings,
''The in thing (among students) is to
complain. It always has been."

Students study in the MUB PUB.

· The MUB bazaar

silk scarves and Citibank credit cards.
Student organizations also hawk
smells of pizza, burgers
and fries waft through their wares at folding tables. Today, the
the air, reminders of UNH Chapter of the Wildlife Society is
selling cards, stationery and gift wrap drive-in burger joints.
There is one modem difference: some printed on recycled paper, of course.
The MUB is the spot to hang out
Pub patrons avoid the grease and stalk a
salad bar, preying on lettuce, carrots, and between classes.Students socialize, sleep
or study on couches everywhere. Today,
cucumbers.
ButtheMUBPub,liketheMemorial as one student reads Virgil's Aeneid,
another is in Kerouac's Dharma Bums.
Union Building itself, is more than an
"TheMUB isacomfortableplace to
eatery. It's UNH's community center.
spend time between classes," senior John
Betsy Haley, interim director of the
MUB, says, "From a social and cultural Ginsberg says. "It has a lively atmosphere."
point of view, the MUB enriches the outDown in the Games Room, lively is
of-class experience."
an understatement. The Police's
Senior Jim Merrill uses simpler
Sychronicity blares at concert level.
lingo. "The MUB is a great place to have
Video games ring like unanswered
lunch, getacoffee, study, pass some time."
The MUB offers a va- phones. A student aims his shot cµ-id
sends the cue ball forward: CRACK.
riety of activities. Last
"I like to play pool," says Linda
Thursday, former Senator
Pothier, a senior. "It's a stress reliever."
George McGovern spoke
For those lost in all the activity,
in one of the MUB 's largest
there is the information booth. Students
meeting rooms. Today, the
answer MUB questions: Where is my
InterVarsity Christian Felgroup meeting? Where can I buy stamps?
lowship is holding a prayer
What's the movie tonight?
meeting in one of the
Marla FitzPatrick, a linguistics masmallest rooms.
jor, says odd questions are asked, often
During the day, a kind
to settle Trivial Pursuit disputes on Friof bazaar develops. MUB
day nights.
stores and outside busiHer strangest question? What is the
nesses offer
Pope's hat called?
everything from newspa"I referred them to the Catholic
pers, sweatshirts and birth
TNH/Michelle LaRoche day cards to glass earrings,
In the MUB Pub the
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Is there Iife
after UNH?

Peri Beebe stands in
front of her class,
looking for signs of
fatigue in her students'
eyes. As she peers out
into the rows of students in Hennessy Theatre, she fears this
large section of Intro to Theater students
will lose focus.
"Everybody has trouble on Thursdays because it's almost the weekend"
student Dave Hill says. "I think a lot ~f
people don't like afternoon classes on
Thursdays, but especially in a big classroom setting like this one."
Hill, a junior economics major, is
taking the theater course to fill a general
education i:equirement. He says a lot of
the 105 people in the class are there for
the same reason. Beebe can see people
wiggling in their seats and whispering
:·--:
·:·
their weekend plans to one another. But
she has a trump card, and the students
know it.
"You have to pay attention, because
sometimes you get called up front to act
something out," says senior Michelle
Hanley. "It would be really embarrassing
not to know what's going on and get
0
called up."
:_•_:_••:~ :•s:.n·. ;~~_:_-~_-··~ -; :__ :~ · ·
g~:
because older buildihgs .don'tapplyto
Beebe uses this factor to her advantage. She wants each student to come
away with a better sense of what theater
is all about. She wants the students to
Greg St.A,rnouiasics. ''lthougtjtyou·said, .. ticularlyth.eJohnsonT heatre: > . •••·.
respect the theater and enjoy it.
. Special pfogr~mis at lJNH
byJ leadefs '; studeri~ ·who have giJile ouJ ·
Hill shifts position, trying to get
and done sgmetijihg in apoliticalsens6.'\. · • dents\viµt di;a~iliti.es. ACCES~·
comfortable for the last part of class. He
c::e ssi~!(9¥:~rGhalle11g e~i11Educ:a tion :. seems to be preparing himself for the
tlgougll; Sf"§(~iize~>$§r.vfo¢~) s.µppli~s • stretch run, but he remains focused on
§LA!J\Our'Vitl).noteftil!{ersf\)l;h\sfJ¥~tls Beebe's words.
As the clock on the wall edges toward 3:30 p.m., the class becomes increasingly restless. The sounds of students preparing to go home fills the air,
•~ut .the ·34-year~old sociology maJ{ltis·
though no one stands until Beebe finishes
her talk. But the instant she excuses them
'
the class seems to stand in unison.
"I love this time of day," Hill says.
"It's such a great feeling to get out of
> Whichal~()inakes;: hi~1anxious triJeave:
class on Thursday and know the weekend
has begun."
j!1Vplp~lil!Y·• · t11~f!i••· t~icb.es·•.
·. .
"They get a little distracted by their
Thursday night plans," Beebe says: "But
I think most of them are getting a lot out
of the class time: They seem to be making
progress."

;:~:{:~:~~§!~~§ \

!!

achievements.
Laliberte, a business major, is 10
minutes away from one of the biggest "20
Questions" games of her life. "I'm not
really that nervous," she says. "I've been
to a lot of different interviews, so you get
used to it after a while."
Laliberte is planted in ' the Career
Planning and Placement Office at
Huddleston Hall, where the clash ofpower
suits and college sweatshirts look like a
Halloween party with a purpose.
Career Planning is where UNH stuth
.::~

~:::.~~!::~:; ~!t ~:r;:,~:

qf.;~~!l(\/il~~/i'iiSJffl'siiiitilffff);t;•·~·•s&?i6!J'gy6}'9.jfi:fUF;)·•·. 1NR11mN~1t

:~;~~:ra::~s:::::::: · ~aeimij?t11ij•.•· ~~~1ilij~•~.~·.
::i!!a?Ii"i:;: ~i~~i~~~:
[2~;}1:21:~1£~pliy~~~ m .-_f
:~::::::L;~:=s~}E •. · ·rb~lit~:d:;:?:. ~ii~iAiffJt~~~i~f•.
_(_'J

• •·•~:~;do

cises do is dig out the skills within that
people enjoy using and help clarify what
field you might want to be in."
Holmes runs around pointing to
things as he talks. "Next you explore

::;~~f:;,::;~;~~::~:::
in the field, or by talking to one of the 900
alumni and parents who have agreed to
talk to you about the field they're in."
"This place really gets you started,"

·ct:. .ni ·

cx~I

::zg~¥1;;;:.:;~;;; ,iiIi ~~:ir~ad~rr ~;
usually have about 200 recruiters, but

::~t-:'io~ ~=!t:::d~e~~~~:

~fil~\tt~I;~i~tt~ra[iidj~~ufI:•· io••.
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alternative."
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View from the big chair

Sorry, Nick.

1NH/Lloyd Triggs

Muriel orchestrates President
Nitz.schke's schedule with a smile.

It is quiet in Muriel's
office in Thompson
Hall, where she usuallygetsmorethan 100
calls per day. "We begin to worry when it's
a quiet day," she says.
Her boss peeks out of his office and
says, "Give me the governor's number,
will you? I really need to talk to him."
Only UNHPresident Dale Nitzschke
would make such a request. Only Muriel,
his personal secretary, would have the
phone number right in front of her.
Her full name is Muriel Knecht, but
"It's kind of hard to pronounce, so I just
use 'Muriel."' Administrators, faculty,
and student senators know a message
from Muriel means contact with the head
honcho of UNH.
As Nitzschke's appointments secre-

tary, Muriel has to arrange things months
in advance and squeeze things in at the
last second. "She's like a conductor. She
orchestrates my daily schedule,"
Nitzschke says. "I can't tell you how
many balls she's got in the air as far as my
life is concerned."
Muriel is a master juggler. She often
has to reschedule meetings because
Nitzschke likes a full schedule. He goes
from early-morning crew practices - "I
told him to dress warmly" - to evening
lectures in the residence halls, and to
alumni, budget and academic meetings
in between. Nitzschke has some free
time before his next meeting, so he pops
over to the New England Center to shake
a few hands at a conference.
Muriel says Nitzschke 's spontaneity
has changed office procedure. "We try to
maintain a somewhat formal -air, but it

--....-.--

falls apart now and then."
Malinda Lawrence, the student body
president, enters with plans for the new
sports facility. As if to prove Muriel's
point about formality, Lawrence spreads
the blueprints out on the carpet.
Nitzschke returns a bit late, but with
his usual energy. Muriel says his presence
changes the office environment. "When
he comes in, everything starts to move,"
she says. "You can feel the vibes."
The two presidents settle down in
Nitzschke 's office, and Muriel prepares
to leave, only 10 minutes later than
planned. The phone rings yet again, but
rather than leaving it for the machine, she
answers it and arranges one last meeting.
"How about 3:30 on Wednesday the
twentieth?" she asks after a few moments. "OK, fine. Yep. Bye-bye."

~~~~~~~===--
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Before the big game
the conference title, but a loss would drop
the team all the way to third place.
"This is definitely a big game for
us," Bowes says. "We are going to need
looks like dull repeti- a solid effort from everyone to win on
tion is actually the key their field."
Every weekday afternoon, the UNH
to performance.
Practice is never a player favorite, football team ventures onto the practice
field behind the Field
but if taken seriously
it can make a good
House for _another · ~ Slow is the usual way
to describe Thursday
player great. It can
practice. Today the .
evening at UNH's
also mean the differplayers have been
Dimond Library. Toence between a win
hard at work for an .
night, however, is an
hour, and'they know
and a loss.
exception. The rubMatt Griffin, the
that they are only ;
senior quarterback, is
t bing squeak of the copy machine, the
halfway done.
on the field taking
D u r i n g intermittentbuzzofthecomputerprinter,
snaps with the rest of
games, offensive and the metallic click of the turnstiles
the first stringers on
lineman have a diffi- · merge with the hum of human voices
offense. Coach Bill
cult job, blocking around the main floor Reference Desk.
Bowes gives them a
At the desk sits reference librarian Val
quick, massive deplay to run, and they
fenders all day. Harper. She's ready to give answers or, in
come to the line of
Compared to prac- her white tennis shoes, lead a patron to a
tice, that's easy. The source.
scrimmage and perHarper credits tonight's heightened
form the play. The
linemen work in their ·
defense tries to stop
group's section of the • ac ti vi ty to students preparing for the long
the play, but fullfield. Each goes into Veterans Day weekend. "Working ahead,
contact tackling is
the three-point stance they.can leave tomorrow," she says-. "This ·
prohibited during this
powerfully afternoon was an absolute madhouse."
and
TNH/Ryan Mercer
The offensive line.
According to Harper, ·~_HQw do I use
practice session.
bursts out of the poAs Griffin calls the play, his linemen sition and into a blocking dummy. The this computer?" is one of the fnost tomprepare for the impact with the defense. offensive line must do its job, so that the monlyasked questions. The ·hands~down
They attempt to power forward, just as other players, like running back Barry winner,, howeveF, is "Where'·s the baththey do when they are alone practicing in Bourassa ~d wide receiver John Perry, room?" , Harper immediately answers,
the comer of the field. Then as the ball is can do them.
: ,•~Any floor but this one!"
The babble around the Reference Desk
snapped, the line surges toward the de"Villanova has a lot of good, quick
fenders, each man trying to stay on his defensive lineman," said offensive guard , and the clanking of coins from the change
toes rather than his heels. Today, they are Mark Powicki. "We have to play wen ·as machine don't seem to distract any of the
working against their teammates, their a unit and give Matt (Griffin) time to dozen people working at fi:ve large
friends, but on Saturday it will be differ- throw."
wooden tables south of .th~,control ~enThen, as if the blocking dummies ter. . ,' 1s
,, ,. ... • • •
ent.
political i
table,
large
At the e.nd of one
This Saturday's game at Villanova is and the defensive line weren't enough,
the biggest of the year for the Wildcats. the linemen and their teammates have to science."junkie"·Raul Clemente Orozco
UNH is ranked No. 1 in the Yankee finish practice with 20 minutes of solid de Navarro, a transfer student from East 1
Los. Angeles Junior College, has set up
Conference, just a half-game ahead of sprints. The players pushes on.
Villanova and Delaware. A win would
They have done their homework, camp to work on physics. Along with his
books he has other library essentials: a
give UNH the upper hand in the battle for and now it's time to take the test.
dark blue backpack, a calculator and a
Walkman. Navarro has come 3,000 miles
In the Mc Man us live on one paycheck, especially mine. to UNH because New Hampshire is "the
·
the
apartment at Forest It's taking more money from us now, but prii:nary state." He proudly displays
his
on
sticker
President"
for
"Harkin
blue
Park, fulltime mom it'll pay us back later."
set
table
a
have
he'll
Tomorrow
jacket.
her
of
For the first semester and a half
and graduate student
campaign
ut
o
·
hand
to
MUB
the
in
up
·
from
commuted
Lisa McManus isn't master's program Lisa
cooking tonight. Din- Tamworth. When the phone call came in literature.
As the hour progresses, the noise
ner is quick and simple - meat and March about an opening at Forest Park,
the Reference Desk levels off.
around
to
ready
than
more
cheese sandwiches on store-bought rolls, the McManuses were
Trac stations that were all busy
Info
The
or
with
couples
Married
cole slaw on the side, Coke or diet Coke. make the move.
ago are vacant. Val Harper
hour
an
half
live
parents,
single
and
Lisa likes to cook. But Nov. 7 is one without children,
area and.realizes it's
reference
the
scans
repremicrocosm
week closer to semester's end, and Lisa's in this international
again. For
Thursday
typical
a
suddenly
countries.
24
senting
feeling the pressure.
starts toweekend
the
students,
many
Rachel
dinner,
finish
Peter
and
Lisa
As
Up at 6 a.m., Lisa got the kids dressed
and backpacks ready. Peter, her husband, comes home. She's been playing atAmy 's night.
fixed the kids' lunches, then dropped apartment next door. The little girls know
both children off at daycare on his way to each other from daycare, but as in many
Forest Park families, the adults are friends
work at Sears.
The Granite State Behind. She talks of growing up, helping
Lisa headed south to Plaistow to spend too. Amy, her .brother Daniel, and her
room, host of awe- the needy. To the left
the day observing in a third-grade class- mother, Beth Woychowski, follow Rachel
some concerts, wild stands the American flag,
room for her master's research project in in. Beth firms up plans for later tonight,
and talented to the right, the flag of
dances
when she and Lisa will attend a speech at
education.
is in one New Hampshire.
performers,
After the 45-minute return trip to the MUB by Marian Wright Edelman,
serious
more
its
of
Wright
Marian
Durham in the late afternoon, Lisa bought president of the Children's Defense Fund.
full
crammed
is
room
The
and
tonight.
moods
president
Edelman,
The two women tease Peter about
groceries, went to the post office, picked
with
filled
are
tum
in
which
chairs,
of
Children's
the
of
founder
up 2-year-old Jesse and 4-year-old Rachel babysitting; then Beth admits she's hired
a sitter for her two. Peter, who has mi- people, a crowd of approximately 400 Defense Fund, looks out
at daycare.
Now, back at home, Lisa spends time grated to the living room, ends up students, faculty and local residents. Sit- over the crowd and says,
with the kids, "puts supper together," stretched out on the floor surrounded by .ting silently before the stage, some write " {The childrens' }futures
furiously away in their notebooks; others will determine this
kids, coloring books and crayons.
fixes herself a sandwich and sits down.
Though Lisa's tired, she's looking listen in earnest to the vibrant woman country'sability ... to lead
When he gets home from work, Peter
morally. We don't have a
enters the kitchen and prepares a plate for forward to the speech. "It's very good for before them.
on investing in our
choice
from
She stands behind a lectern
himself. Peter is frank about Lisa's return Peter and me to live here," she says.
eve New Ham shire child
Ensute
kids.
s. "We can't "There'S_____alwa s somethin
·
to sch
Over and over and
over. When it comes
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Study time ...

onf page...
1

(}IJ stagelt &JohnsonTheater~ antique telephqnes
cover several tables anciitwo
shiny., old black typewnters
~._..-=;;.....--4 sit on the comer of a desk in
the Chicago pressroom. :rhe
crisp heels of star reporter Hildy Johnson,
played by Molly Brennan, echo as she
crosses the stage.
Rehearsals for the three-act play the
Front Page have continued every night
for nearly six weeks. With a cast of 21,
rehearsals can last four hours. Tonight, a
week away from showtime, the production is slowly coming together.
"The play is going in the right direction," says sophomore Basil Harris, who
plays Hildy's fiancee. "All we need to do
is fine-tune it and get it to the right speed."
Meanwhile, in the basement of the MUB,
a real newsroom pulses with a different
kind of production. MacIntosh computers line the wall, and every screen is on.
The phone is ringing. The Pixies blare
from a boom box.It's production night
atThe New Hampshire, UNH's student
newspaper. While many of their peers are
out carousing, relaxing or studying,
tonight's IS-person staff works diligently.
Things 11re slightly ahead of schedule
tonight: copy editing is nearly done and
layout is well under way.

Sporrs editor Chris York works on a
late-breaking story. How much more time
does he need? How long will it be? Where
will it run? All of these questions are fired
at him as he tries to write. He keeps his
sanity by talking to himself.
Back at the theater, between acts the
actors pace across the stage repeating
silly-sounding phrases or reciting their
lines to themselves.
"This is very
much an ensemble play, operating on
many different levels," says Derek Lucci,
a junior English and theater major who
plays anal-retentive reporter Bensinger.
"We 're all working toward a complete
goal."
Like producing a play, producing a
newspaper involves dedication and
teamwork. Linda Hyatt, editor-in-chief,
calmly notes that she put in 45 hours last
week. "It makes your classes suffer, and
it's really hard, but I have learned more at
the paper than in any of my classes," she
said.
Neither the people in the play nor the
~pie in the newsroom consider the
work much of a sacrifice. "To people not
involved in it, it could seem like giving
uptime," says Lucci, the actor. "Butifit's
something that you truly want to do, you
don't mind."

ished UNH guest speakers
and American child a healthy start."
"Excellent speaker,"
said student Rachel Hoyt.
"I really enjoyed her
speech at Simmons College graduation this past
spring."
Edelman is just one of
the many speakers that The
Health and Human Services Department has
brought to UNH, and the
department is just one of
many groups bringing
1NH/Jeff Nelson speakers. In the past few
semesters the UNH communi has been

e life ofUNH

able to listen to everyone from former
Pakistani leader Benazir Bhutto to
Guardian Angels founder Curtis Sliwa to
filmmaker Spike Lee.
"We attract very good people," said
Roger Ritvo, Dean of Health and Human
Services. "We have one major speaker in
the fall. Two years ago we arranged this
with her office. We've been looking forward to this trip a long time."
Sophomore Matt Szydlo said
speeches like this are good for UNH but
that "they aren't publicized enough."
"Every now and again I do (attend a
speech), yeah," said Szydlo. "I saw the
one on the Guardian An els."

Party time!

Thedeadlineforpapers ~ Picture, if you will, a ·
has arrived. No more
.))
room full of students'
procrastination, no
bodies, dancing, runmore "I've got better
ning around, laughing,
thingstodo."It'seither
·
talking, yelling and
get the work done or
drinking. Picture the
flunk the class. And so, last-minute stu- Bruins game on in the background and a
dents wind up at one of the four computer hot game of Foosball _being played.
clusters on campus.
Imagine air so steamy that a blast of cold
"I do much better pulling all- airthroughanopendoorfeelslikeheaven.
nighters," says Nils Bardsley, a senior
Now picture a dark and damp baseeconomics and business administration ment also full of students' bodies, dancmajor, happily turning away from his ing, running around, laughing, yelling
paper for a few moments. "I was here 10 and drinking. Hear the music playing
hours last night."
loudly, smell the old beer, breathe the
Bardsley is writing in McConnell stale air. Imagine the wait in line for the
104, where students can type all night. bathrooin.
The cluster has three different systems:
Of course, there are those who stay
the VAX, the MACs and the IBMs. After in to study, either by choice or by neces11: 15 p.m., the computers are locked up sity. And there are those who get together
and everything is loaded onto hard drives quietly, to- watch movies and hang out.
for student use.
But for many, Thursday night at UNH
"Thursday and Sunday nights are means one thing: party hearty.
really busy, getting those Friday projects
Michael Donovan, managerof Glory
in," says Brian Layton, who works in the Daze, one of three bars in downtown
cluster.
Durham, says Thursday night is his busiNot everyone relies on all-nighters est of the week. Two or three bartenders
to get the job done. Tonight, across the and two bouncers keep busy serving the
street from McConnell, a different ritual 175 students who come to play pool,
isinprogressinBabcockHall,thegradu- watch a big-screen TV and drink.
ate student dorm. Mark Shappiro, a Donovan says they can go through seven
graduate student and teaching assistant kegs.
·
in physics, is doing what he does every
''Today is my 21st birthday," says
night studying. "I work all the time," StefanieTurgeon,ajunior. "Icamedown
Shappiro says. ''T.A.-ing takes about 20 heretocelebrateandjoin the legal crowd."
hours. The chances of getting done before the semester is over are slim."
drinkin' buddies
As Shappiro reads, his colleague,
WE GOT HOT. MB.ES.
,c,:GS Of attR
GREAT .
Matthew Loomis, grabs up along wooden
IWD A UV£ BANOf WE 'RE IH,A
cane and whirls it about his head, kicking
\
HEINEKEN
('0111"'1£RCIAL.
at the air before him, yelling "Hi-yah,
\
Kato!"
Then he stops abruptly. "I almost
bought a vacuum cleaner today," he says.
"God, I'm getting old!"
The way Shappiro sees it, a person
who is "getting old" and wants to return
to school has two choices: "You can go
into debt or you can become a T.A."
A popular UNH cartoon strip emphaShappiro had a job researching, but he sizes "play time."
wasn't able to pick what he what wanted
to research, instead he had to research
"I come down here to socialize,"
other people's projects and experiments. says Juan Heath, a senior. "The bars are
So he came back to work on his doctor- pretty cool."
ate, which will take him approximately
For those who choose to steer clear
six and a half years. If you count his five- of the bars, there may be a fraternity party
year undergrad program as a dual major just waiting to happen. Thursday night
in Math and Physics, that's 11 and a half isn't the best night to try your luck at
years in school.
getting into one, though, because Thurs"But I'll be doing essentially what I day night is for raids.
want to do," Shappiro says. "Besides, the
A raid is a closed party between a
real world is hell."
fraternity and a sorority, held at the fraternity house. Closed means you can 'tgetin
unless your name's on the list - and in
the case of a raid, only brothers' and
sisters· names are on the list. Sometimes
raids have themes, like a beach or Hawaiian raid, and the party-goers dress accordingly. A raid can be held with only
one fraternity and one sorority . Or it
might be a quad·raid, with two of each, or
a six-pack raid, with three of each. Tonight the raid is a quad raid; about 250
brothers and sisters are enjoying themselves.
In a small town like Durham, the
Greek system can be a major part of the
social scene, says fraternity brother Dave
Lyons,
a senior. But when it comes to
1NH/Byron Brown
Thursday night, there are as many ways
A student works on an assignment at
of releasing tensions as there are students
the McConnell 24-hour clusters.
in Durham.
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The best snotties in town
With seemingly nowhereleft to go, lively,
obnoxious, even tipsy
party-goers walk over
to C-lot and wait in
three separate lines in
the cold November air just to get a bite to
eat at Karl's. Freshmen Tara Zoilkowski
and Christine McDonnell put in their
orders: t~o little guys and two snotties.
Little guys? Cheeseburgers.
Snotties? French fries with cheese.
Karl, the man behind the food, peers out
of his window and asks, "What can I get
ya?" He's been doing this for nearly 27
years, is responsible for five marriages
(the couples met in line), and is probably
the number two topic for Freshman English papers, he says.
A customer slurs out an order for a
little guy on the rag with garden. Cheeseburger with ketchup, lettuce and tomato.
Why the ordering lingo? According
to Karl, it started out as a way to save time
in getting orders. "Everything is abbreviated, although the terms keep getting
modified from year to year." And yes,
Karl will still serve you if you don't order
in lingo.
Students crowd around his blue and
white RV as if he were a sideshow freak.
A line of 15 hungry socialites stretches

on one side of the truck, another shorter
one forms on the other side, and 12 more
people wait at the back door of the truck.
Seniors Ed Bouras and Sue Asbedian
have come from Glory Daze to fill up on
snotties. "Karl's is the preferred place to
be for people with too much liquids and
not enough solids," Bouras says.
Karl and his grillman, junior Jason
$oucy, are hustling to fill orders. Soucy
says being the grillman at Karl's is the
best job on campus. "The social atmosphere is tremendous, the work isn't too
taxing, and I'm not missing out on the
good times had by all."
Todd Reeves, a junior, orders a
chicken cutlet and snotties. He and
freshman Geoff Carlton, who orders a
large ball - meatball sandwich - and
snotties, trek over to Karl's from
Alexander Hall twice every weekend.
"He stays longer than any other food
placeoncampus,iscourteousandquick,"
Reeves says.
"What do I get for my free sample?"
another customer asks. Karl quickly replies "nothing" and hands over some
leftover Halloween candy. Conversation
switches to the old adage of "not taking
candy from strangers," and someone
quips, "Karl's not a stranger, he's a
household word!"
Snots (Velveeta) anyone? Karl vends his foodstuffs with flair.

1NH/Nate Rowe

Driving Miss No One: A quiet night for Safe Rides
In the small, cluttered
Coast/Karivan office
in the back of
Hamilton Smith Hall,
.
Safe Rides coordinators Paul Runcy and
Thom DuPont sit waiting for calls. Tonight is a typical Thursday. Runcy and
DuPont have been here for three hours,
without a single call.
Safe Rides operates every Thursday,
Friday and Saturday from 10 p.m. to 2
a.m. to prevent drunk driving.
Because it is a University-funded
service, Safe Rides is unable to escape
the inevitable budget cuts. It once had
two 15.,.passenger University vans, but it
now has only one mini-van, which carries eight people. "It really makes a big
difference, having to make two or three
runs from Dover instead of only one,"
Runcy says. However, DuPont notes that
Safe Rides is easier to staff because only
three volunteers are needed - two to

drive and one to monitor the radio.
The phone finally rings, and DuPont
is asked to drive a student from Young
Drive to campus. "Sorry, but we don't do
campus-to-campus runs," he says. If students can walk to Young Drive, he explains, they can walk back. Safe Rides is
not a taxi service for walkers in cold

weather.
According to Tom Indelicato, prosecutor for the University Police, the departmentmade 14arrestsfordrivingwhile
intoxicated between Nov. 11, 1990 and
Sept. 22, 1991. Indelicato estimates eight
of those arrested were UNH students.
Another call comes in from a student

wanting a ride, so DuPont takes his name,
phone number, location and desired destination. "We're trying to enforce who
uses it, how they use it, and we're trying
to get people to be more responsible." he
says.
Runcy heads out to Madbury Road
to pick up the caller. The mini-van carries
a wool blanket and a large white bucket,
in case of accidents. As a student steps in,
RuncyasksforhisUNHID. "Idon'thave
it with me," the student cautiously replies.
Runcy is persistent, and the student
eventually complies. "Most people are
afraid to show their IDs. They think they '11
get in some kind of trouble," Runcy says.
Runcy records the student's name
and Social Security number and proceeds
to nearby Concord Road in Madbury.
The student thanks him and shuffles up
the dark driveway. "After a while, you
can start to tell who's really been to a
party and who hasn't," Runcy says. This
one hasn't.

To your health: Vomiting and all at Health Services
Jane Bucklin and
Juanita Carter see a lot
of vomiting, diarrhea,
sore throats, conjunctivitis, intoxication
and sprained ankles
while on night duty at the UNH Health
Services. Theirs is not a very flattering
view of the students.
Tonight, three students have come in
since Jane and Juanita went on duty at 11.
All of them were treated and sent home.
Two overnight patients remain in the
ward.
Bucklin, who has been working as a
registered nurse on the night shift for 18
years, tends to the patients in the ward,

and Carter gets out student files for
tomorrow's appointments. Bucklin returns from the ward just as an injured
student, accompanied by friends, arrives.
Calmly and efficiently, the team
springs into action. Bucklin takes the
patient into the treatment room and administers care, while Carter gets the
student's file, makes necessary phone
calls and directs the friends to the waiting
room.
Things have barely settled down
when two more students enter and ask
Carter whether two particular people had
come in earlier. "I am not allowed to give
out any information about patients,"
Carter firmly states. "We respect patient

confidentiality." The two guys leave,
unsatisfied but without much protest.
After they are gone, Carter adds, "We're
not too popular sometimes, but it's the
law."
Many of the students who come to
Health Services in the middle of the night
are drunk and are injured or sick. "We
have two private and three semi-private
rooms for keeping people overnight,"
says Bucklin. "We are a licensed hospital, you know.
"Anyone who comes in intoxicated

Continued page G, .2 am.
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and spends the night is required to see a
health educator before they leave in the
morning. That's a student government
rule, not ours," Bucklin says.
Health Services offers a wide range
of services, some financed by the student
health fee, others by service charges. In
addition to alcohol and drug counseling
and awareness programs, the health educators inform students, faculty and staff
about stress management, eating disorders and sexual health, including awareness, prevention and testing for AIDS

and other sexually transmitted diseases.
According to Director Peter
Patterson, the staff handles 44,000 visits
per year. Not every service is available at
2 a.m., but the nurses have quick access
to the doctor on call, psychologists from
the counseling center, rape counselors
and the ambulance.
"I like the night shift because I like
being able to take time with my patients,"
Carter says. "It's nice to work one on one
without having to rush because there are
99 other patients waiting to be seen."

Not lost in space
High above the Earth,
the stars are shining,
the moon glows and,
invisible to the naked
eye, gamma rays are
being emitted by solar
flares, black holes and pulsars. In its
orbit, the COMP'IEL (Imaging Compton
Telescope), one of the instruments on the
Gamma Ray Observatory satellite, continuously tracks and records these phenomena. And in Room 330of the Science
and Engineering Building at UNH, a
Hewlett Packard HP 1000 waits to receive the information.
Click. COMPTEL's internal clock
signals 3:37 a.m., time to relay data.
Blue, orange and green lights ffash on the
six computer monitors as COMPTEL
transmits the data to NASA's Stationary
Tracking and Data Relay Stations, which
move in geocentric orbits above the earth.
The information is then sent shooting
through space to the receiver at White
Sands, New Mexico, where it is relayed
to the Goddard Space Flight Center in
Washington D.C., and on to UNH via
telephone lines.
UNH Professor John Lockwood
designed COMPTEL with German colleagues in 1977, winning a NASA-sponsored design competition. The satellite
was put into orbit in April 1991. Since

then, the UNH team has been analyzing
much of the data received from the instrument.
Research Engineer Stan Ellis says
scientists "will learn more about the
fonnation and the future of the universe,
at the same time producing a map of the
entire sky." Ellis says COMPTEL will
"answer questions raised since man first
looked at the stars."
The six terminals attached to the HP
I 000 spring to life as the data comes in.
Ellis says COMPTEL monitors 437 different "values." For example, the "Out of
Limits" terminal monitors the ranges of
voltages and sets off alarms indicating
gamma ray bursts, solar flares and other
high-voltage occurrences.
As a major NASA-sponsored program, COMPTEL brings a lot of money
to UNH and has greatly enhanced the
University's reputation in the international scientific community.
The Office of Sponsored Research
supervises $37 million in research at UNH
each year. Katherine Cataneo, its director, says research is crucial to any university. "Externally-sponsored research
enriches classroom environments," she
says. "Your teachers are privy to the most
up-to-date information and impart it to
their students. Research and teaching are
inextricably linked."

Jeff "Budda" Noel spins plastic anll metal into the wee hours.

Rocking into the morning
Street lamps bathe the
sleeping campus in
pools of orangey light.
The carillion in
Thompson Hall strikes
four. But lights are
still on in the Memorial Union Building,
where in Studio A, deejay Jeff"Buddha"
Noel is ferociously queuing records and
tapes for WUNH, the university's nonprofit, non-commercial, 24-hour radio
station.
"It's three past four," Noel croons
over the airwaves as he toggles with the
black dials and yellow buttons of the
massive mixer board." And I don't know
how many of you are awake out there, but
this one's for you."
Noel, a 27-year-old sophomore in
the Division of Continuing Education,
likes the early morning shift from 2 to 6
a.m. On Thursdays, he goes to classes,
work, commutes to his apartment in Dover, eats, watches the Simpsons and naps
from 10 until 1:30. Occasionally armed
with Mountain Dew, Noel wires up and
keeps the airwaves juiced, knowing his
mother will critique him on the show.
"My mom is the biggest Julian Cope
and Peter Murphy fan alive," Noel says,
checking a tape deck where a copy of his
show is being recorded for her.
White strobes of light alert Noel of a
phone call, his second of the night.
"Just when you think no one is listening," Noel says. "You don't think you
have listeners and then, lo and behold,
bang! They're there."

The walls of the studio are lined with
the twenty to thirty thousand albums
WUNH has in stock. Racks of tapes and
CDs clutter the workspace around the
mixer board.
For Noel, the deejay position is yet
another interesting patch in the quilt of
his life. A 1983 Somersworth High
graduate, he learned Czechoslovakian and
joined the Air Force. He went overseas to
Gennany, working as a computer programmer and linguist.
Seven years later, Noel returned to
the Seacoast area, only to find the
economy on its deathbed. He decided to
go to UNH last June to get his degree and
volunteered to deejay at the station he'd
listened to since he was ten - WUNH.
"It's thirty-five frosty degrees out
there," says Noel, glancing at the the
orange outside temperature gauge. "And
it's 5:03."
He plays a song called "It's dangerous" by one of his favorite bands,
PULNOC (pronounced "pool-notes") a
Czech band translated as "MIDNIGHT."
As the sky slowly lightens, the
buzzing of the street lamps fades into the
caws of seagulls outside. Lyrics echo
slowly down the long empty hallways of
the MUB.
i sit in the mud
with my eyes popping out
i scare the fish
i hunt the crawdads
what's happened?
why am i included?
i can't remember; it's dangerous.

1NH/Uoyd Triggs

Picture yourself in a boat
on a river.. ·. .
The blue letters of the
alann clock glow 5: 15.
Crew practice. Time
to get up. Fog? Might
be fog on the water.
It'll be cold. So dark
outside. Never get quite used to it. Have
no idea how I don't wake Heidi up with
thi.s alarm every morning.
It's 35 degrees outside.
Holly Stout, an 18 year-old freshman coxswain for the novice crew team,
has 10 minutes to get ready for practice.
Since coxswains don't row, they
dress in many layers to stay warm.
Holly dresses quickly: black
spandex, grey spandex, red Doctor
Dentons, white long underwear with
multi-colored flowers, bright bluePolarite
pants, two turtlenecks, a PENN
sweatshirt, beige wool sweater , black
cotton socks, beige wool socks, bluestripedASICS sneakers (loosely tied), all
topped off with a red and blue striped hat
and a pair of gloves.
"We look so fat," says Holly, standing at five feet and a half inches. "We
have so many layers. We sometimes
can't put our hands down."
Holly grabs a piece of root beer

barrel candy before closing the door quietly and locking it behind her. She will
shower and eat later.
Her friend Will picks her up in his
car. They pass some varsity crew members, clad in sweats, mittens and their
navy and white crew windbreakers, running the mile to Jackson Landing, the
Durham boat landing that doubles as the .
crew team's training grounds.
Women are stretching on the cold
grey cement floor of the boat house.
Shots of steam spurt from the nostrils of
a woman doing sit-ups in the corner.
"Some people are super-psyched in
the morning," says Holly. "And some
people, you wonder how they even got
here, they're so groggy."
The women find their positions in
the boats on popsicle sticks bearing their
names on the line-up board.
Eight women pull their $14,000, 60foot long white fiberglass boat off the
wall and carry it down to the "jet float,"
a portable dock surface that looks like a
giant weave of grey lily pads, and feels
just as sturdy.
Continued page H, 5am.
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Continued from page G

Coach Mark Lessard doesn't watch this pan
of practice. "Usually when they pick up the
boat I look the other way," says Lessard,
who graduated from UNH in 1983. He has
coached novice teams since 1984 and loves
it. "You end up seeing such dramatic improvements."
"Toes to the edge, inside grip," commands Holly. "Down to the waist, ready
down! Out and in." The women grapple
with the boat and swing it jerkily into the
water at Holly's request.
Holly attaches her microphone to the
"cox box," which monitors stroke rates,
keeps time and amplifies her voice. Sneakers litter the jet float as the women strap
their feet into the black footholds of the boat
and wait for Holly's directions.
The sky is a mottled blueberry hue, and
the first few shades of light are barely noticeable. A slight fog hovers over the water.
The women cut their oars into the water,
pushing it away from the boat with a soft
whoosh, whoosh sound. Holly's voice
echoes down the waterway, as most of the
campus still slumbers.

"Awww! Not this morning, guys."

TNH/1..loyd Triggs

brown cow?
on the farm ... Ow! How now,
- - - - - - - - -·Daybreak
Estabrook, a work study student who .lives
Roger Comeau is out of mon danger.
bed before Durham sees
any traffic.· He has been
at work for two hours,
but not at your average
job. His co-workers are large, heavy, drooling animals who enjoy the mornings.
Comeau works full time with the cows
attheUniversitycowbarns,panoftheUNH
Dairy Teaching and Research Center.
Despite the thick, obtrusive stench of
animal waste, Comeau smiles as he goes
about his work.
"My nose doesn't work, which is a
blessing, I guess," he says.
Slowly, 10 cows are herded into the
slots aligning the electronic milking machines. UNH has used this technique for
almost 20 years.
· Some are grumpy at the early hour, and
Comeau has to avoid getting kicked, a c_om-

"She kicks like she means it," Comeau and works at the cowbarns, scoots them
says of Bessie, one of the older, more tern- along the trail back to the barn. The next
peramental cows. "We just respect her be- group are waiting their tum and Estabrook
cause she has the potential to do you serious quickly nudges them all into line.
"Come on, let's go now. Hey who's
harm."Bessieisalmost8 years old. Comeau
pushing up?" Estabrook yells out to the
describes her as "fussy, but an old pal."
Small suction vacuums are attached to females in line.
"Just like people, they all have their
thefouruddersofthelargeblackcow. "It's
only 13 pounds of vacuum on them so it own personalities," Comeau says, "I enjoy
doesn't hurt them," Comeau says as one working with cows. I like being around
cowstompsherfoot.Thelargestcowweighs them."
"I've gotten up early all my life so it
close to 1,900 pounds.
The long, 85-pound receiving tank doesn't bother me. I'd rather get up in the
glows white as the milk shoots through the mornings than work afternoons," he says.
Estabrook tallies up the grand total of
tubes. A digital device above the tank meamilk for the morning, approximately 3,220
sures the amount of milk given per cow the average is 70 pounds. After the milk is . pounds from the 87 cows milked. He saves
weighed and collected, it is shipped off to some milk from the last cow and puts it in to
an oversized baby bottle with which he will
Week's Dairy in Concord.
As the cows finish their shift, Marc later feed the calves.

Another d!3y, a~other cup of coffee
Traffic into Durham is at
a small trickle. A fresh
pot of coffee is percolating at Young's Restaurantand the morning rush
is picking up.
While most of Durham is slowly waking, Young's is alive and kicking. Students,
Durham residents and faculty all flock to
the restaurant to taste a bit of home cooking
in a warm, friendly atmosphere.
"It's really the people here that make this
job so great," says Joyce, a waitress of 13
years. "There's quite a variety - it keeps it
fast-paced and fun."
Some of the waitresses have been at
Young's for nearly 23 years.
A day at Young's begins at 3 a.m., when
Ken Young, the store's owner, begins the
baking for the day. By 7 a.m., the restaurant
is moderately full and people flow in con-

tinually.
"There's a lot of the regulars," says Joyce.
''A lot of faculty, town people and students.
Some students even come back after graduation and say 'You 're still here?"'
Commuters and .faculty alike take advantage of Young's take-out service, often
with a coffee, danish or doughnut, and
newspaper to go. Smitty of Smitty's Towing
Service in Durham, often comes in to order
doughnuts for his shop.
"The regulars all have their own spot,"
Joyce says. "It gets. so you know what they
want before they even sit down."
Charlie Leighton, a professor of humanities and Spanish at UNH, comes in
early and takes his regular place at the end
of the counter, as he's done for nearly 20
years.
"When you get to know people here, it
is very much like a family," Leighton says.

W.R. Jones, a professor of History at
UNH, has been a Young's fan for almost 29
years. Nearly every morning he takes his
place at the counter and receives "the
regular", coffee and a cinnamon roll. "If we
think of it, we'll save it. He always gets a
cinammon roll, so we just slip one under the
counter for him," Joyce says.
By 7:30, the tables have filled up and
people are seating themselves in the back
room.
.Students filter in on their way to 8 a.m.
classes; Durham is perking to life. The
traffic is now at a steady flow, with cars
pouring into Durham in search of nonexistent parking spots.
As Joyce puts another pot of coffee on to
brew, a student at the comer table flips his
physics book shut and heads off to class.
Another day in the life of UNH is just
beginning.

TNH/1..loyd Triggs

Vicky, a waitress at Young's, pours a
morning cup of coffee to start the new day.

THE PEOPLE BEHIND THE DAY
Twenty-four hours in the life ofUNH
began in the minds of 13 students enrolled in English 722, Feature Writing.
As the project grew, photographers and
other members of The New Hampshire
staff joined in. Here's the cast of characters:

Writers: NellAgayan, Melissa Bane,
Mark Condon, Julie Croteau, Patrick
Duffey, Nat Grosky, Marianne John,
Ali Jurta, Laura LaPierre, Michelle
LaRoche, Steve Lankier, Ed Puffer, and
Jen Stanley.
Editors: Ed Puffer, Jane Harrigan,

and Linda Hyatt.
Designers: Ali Jurta, Michelle La
Roche, and Steve Lankier.
Graphic artist: Jonathan Green.
Photo coordinators: Amy Kinsella,
Lloyd Triggs, and Michelle LaRoche.
Photographers: Lloyd Triggs, Amy

Kinsella, Scott Withers, Nate Rowe,
Ryan Mercer, Jen Leith, Jeff Nelson,
and Byron Brown.
Thanks to everyone who made this possible.
We are all accepting job offers. Please
see Jane Harrigan.
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By Ben Zipkin
high, and they weren't afraid to
ip, all UNH stuTNH Staff
and go as quickly as a Neil Dia- bers of Mobiustr
take musical chances. Hindered
frightlittle
a
Summer has become a bers, the band played over 250 gigs
be
to
seemed
mond hit, for countless reasons dents,
by their lack of a drummer , the
distant memory in Durham. The last year all over the country, from
two guitarists and a bassist has to
days are short and the nights are
pick up their own levels to combrewseem
skies
gray
The
long.
pensate. I respected the young
ing with snow, and it only seems
that Mobiustr ip exhibited
talent
to be a matter of days until the
and they seem to have
stage,
on
ivory
painted
be
will
green grass
the tools it takes to ascend to
white. Nice days are no longer a
higher levels.
given, they're a blessing. Even on
Mobiustri p bassist Keith
you
if
however,
the coldest day,
Taylor said, "We're psyched as
look hard enough you can find
hell to be opening for The Sasome glimmer of summer that can
oyTruffle tookthest age
voy!"Sav
backyard
the
to
bring you back
with the energy and fun that their
pool or neighborh ood barbecue of
loyal fans love them for. What hit
months past.
me most about them was their
one
have
I happened to
high level of musicality. All the
of these "warming " experiences
musicians seemed to squeeze the
bouncing around on the cold
most out of their instrumen ts, and
State
wooden floor of the Granite
crowd reacted well by bouncthe
ppy
fli
the
to
listening
Room
ing and bopping around.
sounds of UNH' s own Savoy
If a band isn't having fun
Truffle. Almost instantane ously I
then neither will the
stage,
on
July
hot
a
to
back
was whisked
crowd they're playing for. Savoy
day dancing around without a
Truffle had nothing but fun on
care. I liked this sensation almost
stage, and for me that was half
enerthe
as much as I enjoyed
their appeal. I danced, and I
gized sounds of the band.
danced, and then I danced some
Savoy Truffle has
Al! f could tl}.ink of was
more.
:;,l ~v;or1Yep _from basement hpsters
being on a lawn in-t he-summ ertoa naflo'rtallyknown tourihg acP.
time, with tl;re sun beating down
Composed of all one-time UNH
ablaze (Kristy Page Photo).
Savoy Truffle ~ets the
n my back;,;:~arcUess If it was 40
o
·
band
ber
students, the five-mem
, _,: .;-degrees out$ide,. · ~:
has opened for groups such ,as
_, LittleFeat,BluesTraveler, TheRtr .u the Deep South to Colorado . Both too numerous to list. Savoy Truffle · ened and tentative at first, but as .: ,.,·· :, . Alll}ough it,really wasn't
. theirru.bums,DishMein andTalking
flames began . , 's~~m~r, and nobo~y was .wear. diatQrs, and Phish.
strummed and picked their way they played on the
ing;ghoits,.it lQQ.k~.like everyone
, P~ayingat\UNHhas spe- "With Ghosts, on Independ ent La- to becoming a successful act, most to rise and they loosened up. They
was having a good time, both the
cial meaning for the band, how- · bels, have b~n renowned by crit- likely going through all these bad played an honest set of 'intricate
quick
a
Taking
alike.
fans
and
ics
and the audience, and that's
live
all
bands
we
Mobius incorpoever. ''This is where·
experienc es which afflict small guitar workings .
importan t.
really
· ,and -it's great to play here,11.saicL break from touring, the band re- bands. lt was ~lmost ironic that rated a little bitofoveryth~11g into . w,1}-at' s
drummer Brian DioN1e. Starting .turned totheplac eoftheirr ootsfor the opening ,act, Mobiustrip, a their music, especially folk and / Mobiustri p provided a taste of
what the future UNl-I may hold
out about five years ago as 8:-~~H ~ one night gig-a tribute of sorts to small UNH band just starting on fusion. They were a little sloppy
their
got
they
where
university
the
for local bands, and Savoy Truffle
t~emgot
be
to
~s
Savoy
which
band,
ed,
college
the long road already traveled by and unorganiz
illustrated .just whatthe past was
band, but
young
a
from
selves some good managem ent 'start.
expected
It's difficult for local the Truffle.
like.
and simply played as I]:lUCh as , -The three young mem- their talent level was extremely
possible. According to the mem- bandsthe sedays.T heyoften come

MUB

filro fut anh ~ruhi~.ck Wourn.ell from Wan to ~lu. es anh ~a.c k J\ga in
Donnajeanne Hyatt
TNH Reporter
Have you ever wondered
what classical music and traditional folk songs played on a banjo
sound like? When it comes to Bill
Crofut, Chris Brubeck and the
members of the Crofut Ensemble,
one hears not only classical and
folk performed on banjo, but everything from jazz to blues and
back again.
Brubecka nd Crofuthav e
a long history together. For over
20 years they have toured together
while still pursuing their own
separate careers. Their success has
taken them both to major concert
halls, television, recording and radio performing atthe White House,
United Nations and even as far as
the Moscow Summit.
Crofut traditiona lly favors folk music, and according to
Massachusetts Berkshire Record ,
"througho ut his career wanted to
raise itto a quality level that would

And I won't
mention the
people who
don't. You
know who
they are. But I
decided I'm
not going to
be one of
those."

make it a true art
form." A few
years ago, he was
by
inspired
friend and poet
Penn
Robert
Warren and decided to head in a
new direction ,
crossing over folk
and classical, and
jazz and blues
music.
Penn-

A f -

sylvania Telegram
Gazette
and
quotes Crofut as
saying, "When
you look at
someone like
Paul Simon, who
is constantly taking up new chaland
lenges
changing , it's
very exciting.

Bill and Oris on an excellent musical adventure. (Courtesy Photo))

ter practicing
eight hours a
day for nearly
three years,
Crofut and his
Ensem ble
produced two
records: the
first featuring
the works of
Bartok and
Kodaly on
folk instruments, and on
the second al-

bum, Crofut with soprano Julianne
Baird performin g lullabies and
dances by various classical composers.
Meanwh ile, Brubeck,
who was influenced by his father
Dave, was accompli shed as a
composer and performe r of jazz
on trombone , piano and guitar,
and wished to cross the line into
folk. Together with classical guitarist Joel Brown, they formed a
new sound of their own. Their
album Unsquare Dances, released
in June, ranges from traditiona l
folk music to J.S. Bac;h, jazz and
even thepoetry ofE.E. Cumming s.
Crofut and Brubeck will
be performin g at the Music Hall
in Portsmou th with clarinet player
Joel Brown and saxophon e player
Paul Austerlitz on Saturday, November 30.
Tickets for the event will
and $14. Half price
$16
be $18,
tickets are available for students.

Author Raymond Sokolov Tries to Explain:
Brett Leslie Freese
with an appen~ ~,,,,.""!!:.._ ~ customs of all the time trying to establish
TNH Staff
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With the rapidly
approaching
Quincentennial and in
celebration of Christopher Columbus and his
expeditions to the Americas from Spain, bookstores are being deluged
with literature about this
16th century explorer. .
Literature that either
romanticizes or defames
the man who not only
opened up the New
World to European
colonization in a quest
for spices and gold, but
also to disease, slavery,
and the decimation of its
indigenous populations.
However, one book
offers a unique perspective with the assertion
that Columbus' voyages ·
unintentionally yet
incontrovertibly galvanized a revolution in the
history of food.
Don't be put off by
the book's lengthy title,
"Why We Eat What We
Eat: How the Encounter
Between the New World
and the Old Changed the
Way Everyone on the
Planet Eats," (Summit/
$22). This is not an arid,
obfuscating textbook
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prose by Raymond
Sokolov, former food
critic for The New York
Times.
Mr. Sokolov convincingly delineates how
Christopher Columbus
propelled a transformation of the world's diet.
It all began when Columbus brought Old World
crops like wheat and
sugarcane and animals,
such as pigs, cattle, and
chickens to the New
World, and took back
with him to Spain the
tomato, potato, pepper,
and com, for example.
Quickly and surely, these
foods migrated to other
parts of the world as a
result of the increasing

w \.)

~
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global
contact between nations.
Many of the food
dishes we consider to be
native to particular
countries, like the Mexican chicken taco and
Italian pasta with tomato
sauce, are in fact the
result of the introduction
of these foods into their
people's diets. Even
today, cuisines every-where are constantly
changing because they
merge new ingredients I
with old recipes. Mr
Sokolov writes: " ... the
last five hundred years
can be described as an
international process in
which the products and

•"Backstage" Continued
form Arts Pullout II
"I have some pig's
blood," replies Jonathan
Lane, who plays reporter
Ernie Krueger.
Pincus has figured
out how to get lipstick
smudges on his face. The
dancers have been kind
enough to part with some
of the gloss already on
their lips, with convincing and hilarious results.
Paradis calls
"Places!" to begin the
third act and the revelers
begin to settle down.
There will be time
enough to party in
another half hour. In
some ways, the atmosphere of the Green
Room in the third act is
as focused as in the first
act. The hum of anxiety

~

is gone, however, replaced by a desire for the
play to end.
And then ... the Green
Room is empty. Everyone has cleared out. The
silence is broken only by
the fan and the sound
monitor, which lets
actors in the Green Room
and dressing rooms know
what action is happening
on stage.
The sound monitor
pipes thunderous applause into the empty
Green Room. All the cast
rriembers are on stage for
the curtain call. The only
person around is Paradis,
who brings in a chocolate
cake for the actors.
And so the party
begins. This one is very

civilized, compared to
the bash at Trevor
Cone's place, which will
be held later this evening.
The actors come
downstairs with as much
energy as they had when
they began the performance. Yells and cheers
fill the Green Room as
hugs,handshakesand
high-fives are exchanged
with reckless abandon.
Some audience members
burst in to congratulate
their friends in the show.
Jonas comes down to
the Green Room and
greets her cast with tl
massive smile. She l
kept her promise of
coming down from
house during the sl

the whole human
race takes part but no
one need leave home to
sample all the courses."
Mr. Sokolov's book,
however, is a curiously
insubstantial account of
"why we eat what we
eat." When the author is
not annoyingly terse, he
unabashedly rambles:
there is a six-page cursory examination of
Columbus' catalytic role
ii) the food revolution,
while essentially 14
pages of palaver are
devoted to the tomato.
Also, instead of
including an appendix
and bibliography, Mr.
Sokolov haphazardly
cites his sourc;es throughout the book, and so the
reader has a confusinsr

exact)Y how ~u~h of the
book s premise 1s the
author's own.
There are no illustrations in "Why We Eat
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would have greatly
enhanced the text.
Nevertheless, the
book still serves as an
informative, often enjoyable overview of food
and society within the
last five hundred years.
And for the aspiring food
connoisseur, "Why We
Eat What We Eat" is a
useful handbook to
international cuisine. All
in all, this gourmet's
gastronomic guide to
culinary cuisine is provender for thought, but it
only metes out meager
ervipgs, and ultimately
the reader's appetite
whets for more.
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Talking 'bout your
Thursday is UNH "Flip-the-Switch Day!"

By Kirk Cordell

oncerned about the energy? Holmes Distributors will be in the
environment? Does MUB on Thursday, displaying an array of
the environmental energy saving warm-light fluorescent bulbs.
movement ever leave Feel free to browse, ask questions, and learn
you wondering what about the new wave in lighting. The EPA's
you can do? Did you Green Lights program estimates that if enever think that an en- ergy-efficient lighting were used everywhere
vironmentalist was profitable, it would reduce carbon dioxide
someone wearing a shaggy wool sweater emissions 232 million tons, cut electricity
and a kerchief on the head? Well here's your demand for lighting needs by 50%, and save
chance to be an environmentalist, to do ratepayers $18.6 billion per year. ·
Still feel like you want to do more to
something positive. You don't have to
change your wardrobe, or spend a lot of save ourselves from imminent global
money. You need only lift a finger.
warming? Volunteer your time. CECE welThe Committee on Energy, Conserva- comes and urges you to call the office at 2-.
tion and the En- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2345 and
vironment
find
out 1
(CECE) has deswhere you
ignated Thurscan help.
. day, November
CECE has
21 as "Flip-thegroups
Switch Day" here
working at
at UNH. To usher
w a s t e
in a year of ensource re-
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cut out &

place

"Whenever you see a
light on, and no on.e is in
the room or it is simply not
needed, lift your finger,
and shut it off."

ergy conserva- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - duct i O n ,
tion awareness, th e UNH community is food waste recycling, education/awareness,
asked to make a firm commitment to conand engineering construction standards.
servation. Some have already begun. UNH's There's even a bicycle group devoted to the
energy use has dropped 1% over last year, fine art of emission free transportation.
even with the Gables going on line.
CECE is also currently exploring the prosWhenever you see a light on, a nd no pects of an alternative fuel vehicle fleet for
one is in the room or it is simply not needed, service departments.Locally, the League of
lift your finger, and shut it off. Whenever Conservation Voters (LCV) in Portsmouth
you leave a room (especially th0se ba th - is dedicated to voter education, grassroots
lobbying, and campaigning for environrooms), be kind and leave it in darkness!
nd
10
mentally sound candidates and bills nationfi
Challenge yourself: see if you can
1
lights to shut
in one day. ou, be
wide. LCV, the "political arm of the envisurprised. At home, or in the dorm, shut any ronmental movement," always welcome
unnecessary light off. Not watching the
volunteers. You may call Edith Rose at 4 30T.V.? Shutitoff.Isitalittletoasty?Tumthe 831 2 for information.
There now, feel better already, huh! so
thermostat down a couple degrees. Can't
decide what to eat? No need to stand in front
pick up a finger, dial your phone to volunof the open fridge for the entire duration of teer; lower your thermostat, shut the T.V.
the commercial break, decide before you off, shut those bathroom lights off (don't
open it. See, there are umpteen th ings you
forgetthatfan)anda/waysremembertoflip
can do for Flip-the-Switch Day, and every
the switch.
day.
.
Interested in other· ways to conserve Kirk Cordell is a senior at UNH.
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To promote energy conservation
awareness
Flip the switch. Pull the plug. Turn down the
therrr1ostat. See how much electricity you can do
without for one day.
Then, for the rest of the year:
*ADOPT-A-LIGHT in-an -infrequently used place
and ensure it's turned off when the space is
unoccupied.
*Try to notice, and turn off, 10 lights negligently
left on each day.
make every day
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Re~ycling tips:
e

_GARDYLDDI

•

Do you have a small cardboard box by your desk to store recyclable paper? No
room for it, you say. Try placing the t,ox on top of your wastepaper basket. You
would be amazed ~ow · few times you will have to lift _the .ho~ ·up to put nonrecyclabletrash in your basket. Try it! When the box:is .ftill, bri11gJUothe nearest
recycling station and put tbe·paper in the black bin. Pieasereacfthesignabovethe
black paper bin to find out whatyou can and cannot recycle.It's .that easy!

· AU corrugated cardboard box:es can .be recycled. Please .flatten tijem and stack
them behind .the container and paper bins at the recycling stati~µs. Problems
breaking down the boxes? :If you' don_'t have a k!1ife bari~y, ~ry rµririing a key down
the bottom of the box to cut open: the.tape that bolds the<box'together. Pizza,boxes
are not recyclable due to .t he fQod contamination. Egg cartons,.cereafboxes, 6/12pack holders and other flatboard packaging is also not recyclable.

Live free and write.

MR. BUSH'.$"' Ve,
"DOMES"'f"JC AF FAJ

PAINT fjl'J"{) '/3POY
5-ilvPPE
r

Write articles or draw cartoons for the FORUM. Articles must be
no longer than 3 double-spaced, typewritten pages. Submit to in
room 151 in the MUB. An opinion is a terrible thing to waste.

i
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govemmentofWilliamson for your bother to check these special mation hearings.
Under EEOC guidelines iscaring donations for the Dogwood rooms because they are set aside
tree and the plaque. We will fre- as" legal"? How would they know sued over Clarence Thomas' sigfrom page 14
quently visit this spot in the future if the resident had an underaged nature, the commission may make
To the editor:
and fondly remember Jack and drinking guest in there if they never a finding of sexual harassment
"Sorry you must pick up your
checked? The room is declared solely on the basis of the ticket during the week", has been
to the earth, as a renewable re- you, his friend at UNH.
"legal" in reference to the resi-. complainant's testimony. Hill's a familiar statement told to stusource, again for soil enrichment.
Joe,Carolyn,Sharon,andLori
dents, but that does not necessar- story is almost certainly true. She dents who hold athletic passes for
Asweallknow,therearemany
Lebrun
ily mean that all persons in the gave consistent and detailed testi- UNH hockey, this year. But why
factors contributing to the envimony under enormous pressure
room, possibly drinking, are 21.
ronmental problems that the world
hasn't the University made the
and
at great personal risk. WitAnother al temati ve discussed
now faces. Therefore, if you want
tickets available Monday through
to "ease the enforcement of alco- nesses corroborated that she told Friday? The students who hold
to blindly place the blame for envihol policy" is setting aside "one them about the incidents at the these athletic passes have already
ronmental problems, fine. Next
legal drinking dorm." Does the time. She remained poised and paid to enjoy UNH hockey. Theretime, pick on something other than To the editor:
articulate in the face of the threats
cows!
It was in last Tuesday's issue SCOC really think this is posfore, it seems to me that the least
that I was first introduced to "The sible? OK, so all the residents are and bizarre an tics of Specter, Hatch the University could do is give
Carl J. Majewski
Absolut Problem." Apparently, the 21, and they are all allowed to and Simpson. Thomas,ontheother them the full week to pick up their
hand, proved throughout the hearDrew Conroy
Student Conduct Oversight Com- possessandconsumealcohol. But
ticket rather than just Monday
ings to be less than forthright.
Ed Kulz
mittee wants to establish "legal are they allowed to have guests? If
through Wednesday.
Justices are appointed by the
Katherine L. Kimball
rooms" in which residents who are RAs and the UNH Police Force
Also, why hasn't the UniverTom Hoyt
of legal drinking age can consume think that this will make their job President with the advice and con- sity made the tickets available at a
sent of the Senate, which may
Jane Murphy
alcohol. This seems to present an easier, I think they are in for a big
building more accessible to stuwithhold its consent on many
Liz Simpson
unfair, but necessary, choice for shock. Again: how would they
dents on campus? The field house
grounds, including political ones.
Scott Ahearn
students who will be 21 at the start know if all people drinking in the
is out of everyone's way. Why
rooms were 21, unless they It is naive to propose that justices couldn't the tickets be available at
Jeanne Mace
of next year.
(or legislators or executives) can
Durght Barney
Only students 21 and over checked? Maybe they could just
the MUB ticket office. The MUB
be
selected primarily on the basis
would be allowed to live in a legal card people at the door...
is a central location that everyone
of "professional qualifications."
room, and 21-year-old students
walks by at least once during the
The Senate isn't a licensing board,
Cynthia Conlin
living in non-legal rooms would
To the editor:
week.
it's an arena for political competiA 21-year-old Senior
We are the parents of Jack not be permitted to drink in them.
I always thought that the
(One of the 69 legal- tion.
Lebrun, class of 1994, for whom The choice? Suppose a 21-yearUniversi.ty was here for the stuThe White House propaganthe memorial tree planting service old student wants to live with a 19- agedstudents in the residence
dents. So why is it making it so
dists,
the one competent squad on
was held on Oct. 25 outside year-old sophomore. Should this halls!)
difficult for athletic pass holders
the team, understood this. They
Philbrook Dining Hall. Jack died a student's right to drink be taken
to enjoy this year's hockey season?
devised a strategy of character asyear earlier after a tragic acciden- away because of the decision? I
sassination against Hill, and to a
tal fall. The memorial service and hardly think it is fair for a person to
Laurent Giroux
lesser extent, the Senate. This
the effort that went into the plan- wait until he or she is 21 to drink,
Junior
strategy included manipulation of
ning of it was "reported on the front only to have that right denied them
the media, threats, innuendo and
page of the Oct. 29 edition of your on the basis of someone else's the unprofessional use of psychianewspaper. The memorial service namely the roommate's - age. The
try. All the subsequent commenfor Jack was a beautiful tribute to decision is either voluntary denial
tary about flaws in "the process" is
him. People do live on in the hearts of your own rights or segregation To the editor:
evidence
of this media campaign's
In his Forum piece on the
and memories of their friends. This from your friends.
success.
George
Bush, who perI understand that the SCOC Thomas confirmation, Frank Pilar
service reminds us of that. The
sonally
approved
the whole opDogwood tree is a lasting tribute believes that these "legal rooms" argues that the sexual harassment
eration,
emerged
from
yet another
to him for the many students who will make the enforcement of rules charges were inconclusive and that
dirty
trick
with
his
image
intact.
knew him and whom he admired. easier. Roger Beaudoin (member the confirmation should have been
We want to express our deep of SCOC) said that identifying based on the nominee's profesDale P. Barkey
appreciation to all of the students rooms as legal and non-legal would sional qualifications. He is misAssistant Professor
and friends of Jack, who chose to prevent students from having to be taken about both the standards of
honor and remember him in this checked all the time. I disagree. evidence in sexual harassment
way. Along with Jack's sisters, Should RAs and policepersons not cases and the purpose of confirSharon and Lori, who are also UNH
students, we were deeply touched
by the sincere love and friendship
that was evidenced by the service.
Your story, in The New Hampshire, was very well written and
also made us feel good.
Sara Azarm, who reported as
Jack's first friend at UNH, will
always be remembered by us for
her decision to do this very special
event in Jack's memory. We will
also remember the faces of all the
students we say at the service and
their anguish that we had all lost
Jack together. It was important to
us to know that many of the students still felt as we do a year later.
We want to thank them all for
• SHOWERS, DRFSSING AREA AND STEREO IN EAOI 1UB ROOM•
caring so much. Thank you, Sara
SUITE
w
/VIDEO
PLAYER & LOUNGE AREA • TOWELS AND HAIR DRYERS FlJRNISHED
Azarm, KristinaNiebel,Jim Olsen,
Sean Curran, Tom Dupont. We also
want to thank the others of you,
with whom we spoke and shared
our sadness. Thank you, Father
Rick and Jane Hall for your wonderful words and prayers. You
spoke eloquently and helped us
understand Jack will live on in the
way each of us lives our own lives.
Thanks also to Scott Chesney and
RuthAbelmannforyourhelp.And,
thank you, the residents and hall

Hockey Ticket
Hassle

Legal Rooms

Memorial Service

Thomas'
Professional
Qualifications

HE

-ark.

et St.

SHOP

ROMANCE and QUIET MOMENTS
IN OUR PRIVATE HOT 1UB ROOM RENTALS.
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No one can guarantee your acceptance to
medical school. But we can guarantee that you'll
score your highest on the MCAT. Our unique Test
Your Best guarantee is your insurance policy. If
you 're not completely satisfied with your MCAT
score, we'll let you repeat the entire course ... at no
charge!
We offer expert live instruction, innovative home
study materials, unlimited review in our
TEST-N-TAPE labs and lots of personal attention.
That's why Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared more
test takers, and produced more top MCAT scores,
than everyone else combined!

CLASSES STARTING NOW!
1-800-KAP-TEST

! STANLEY H. KAPIAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A Slide/Lectur e Presentatio n by Tom Freisem

SIBE RIAN PASS AGE
Across The Soviet Union By Bicycle
This Thursday- November 21
7pm- Parsons LlOl
Sponsored by The New Hampshire Outing Club and PFO
In June of 1989, three Americans and four Soviets climbed aboard their bicycles in Nakhodka,
U.S.S.R., on the Sea of Japan. Four months and 7000 miles later they pedaled into Leningrad's
Palace Square. It was the last great bicycling trek left on earth. Tom Frisem and Soviet cyclist
Tanya Kirova present an extraordinary multi-image program.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------__ _!11-------

,..
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It's not just another way for you
·. to spend your money.
It's away to help you save it.
Now, get the Card and get
Student Privileges. Special
savings created just for you.
Only from American Express ..
If you think the American Express® Card is
simply another way to buy things, wed like
to share some valuable news with you: Since
you're a student, the Card can actually help
you save.
Become a Student Cardmember today, and
=you'll automatically get American Express®
Student Privileges,"' our newly expanded
package of outstanding savings and special
offers. All designed just for you-with more
of what you need, for more value from the
money you spend.

Use your certificates to visit friends at other
schools, see your family back home or enjoy
yourself during a vacation. And the best part:
Each certificate could save you as much as
$250 over regular Continental Airlines fares
on a coast-to-coast tYip,
OUR NEWEST ADVANTAGE: UP TO
30 MINUTEs•• OF FREE MCI LONG-DISTANCE
CALLING EVERY MONTH FORA YEAR

A GOOD INVESTMENT, A GREAT VALUE

Talk about value. Now the Card can
also help you save on your long- ,, .- .- -··
distance calls. In total, you
could save more than $44
when you enroll and use
the American Express
Card as a calling card.
And you don't even have to
change your current long&Ya
distance company.

-'-c1

Continental

II

3 ROUNDTRIPS ON
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES-AT A PRICE THAT
REALLY MAKES FLYING AFFORDABLE

a college budget. This year alone, Student
Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria Uno,
Eddie Bauer, MTV and ArtCarved class rings,
among others.
You'll find your certificates in each issue of
our exclusive student magazine, American ·
Express® Card CONNECTIONS-where you'll
also find valuable ideas and information
about college life today.

PLUS, SAVINGS ON CLOTHES, FOOD,
MUSIC ... AND MORE

Student Privileges Value Certificates give
you the savings you need on the things
you want-a sure way to make the most of

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all
these savings, as well as all the traditional
benefits of Cardmembership-like
the personal attention you can get
24 hours a day from our Customer
Service representatives.
And because you settle your account in
full each month, you won't pay 'JIily finance
charges-which can save you even more.
All of which goes to show that the
American Express Card is an exceptional
value. Because while there are many ways
for you to spend your ■
money, there are few . ~EF.llfAN TRAVEL
ED!f.lEss RELATED
that help you save it.
SERVICES
®
Apply today.
An Amencan Express company

Only Student Cardmembers can enjoy
this great deal on Continental Airlines:
three roundtrip flights for just $129 or $189
each-depending on where you're going:"
What's more, these certificates are good anywhere Continental Airlines flies in the 48
contiguous states.

•Tobe eligible, you must be approved by December 31, 1991.
•• Acredit of up to 13.70 for calls will appear on e,ach billing statement
for 12 months after enrollment. 1370 is equal to the charges for a
domestic 30-minute night/weekend MCI Card Compatibility call
and appropriate surcharges. You must enroll for this service by
December 31, 1991.
© 1991 American Express Travel,Rela1ed Services Company. Inc.

Get the Card today. Call 1-800-942-AMEX.
TAKE THE KEYS

CAll ACAB.
TAKE ASTANO..

fRlfN □ S □ ON'l

lH

fRlfN □ S □ RIVf □ RUNK

Hey

•
Rm 151
MUB
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ROBOTMAN~ by Jim Meddick
ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
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The -M UB.board of
Governors
is now accepting
applications for the post
of:

THE

WASHINGTON
CENTER

Far Internships and
Academic Seminars

Washington
Internship
Program

For more information see Janice, Evan, or
JoAnn Kelly in McConnell 120

~
Social

~:=i,
·
The Arts

Services
Health
Care

.

Education

Applications are available at the!
Student Activites Office (rill.
126) & Board of Governors
office(rITI3 21)
-

APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 27 ~
i
Return completed applications to rm 321 !

L:~~-:~~ear~~~~-~J

U.S. Senate
NationalAIDS Council
Department of Housing
Securities and Exchange
Commission
The Kennedy Center
NBC Broadcasting
Federal Trade Commission

.

Research

Cable News-Network
Washington Post
U.S. Attorney's Office
Environmental Protection
Agency
Private Law Firms
The White House
Department of Education

Over 1,000 Placemen.ts
CALL 862-3309

Would you like to have a new
recreational sports facility?
Would you like to pay $30, $40 or even $50
each semester to fund its construction? ·
Find out more about the University's plan to ·
build a new sports facility and how it may be
paid for... by YOU!
Wednesday, November 28th
COOS Room

Thursday, November _21st
Belknap Room . _
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NEED MONEY? - CASH PAID
FOR GOLD JEWELRY, ANY
CONDITION WED., THUR.,
FRI. NOON-8 P.M. TATTOO
SHOP, 109 DANIEL ST.,
PORTSMOUTH.

FORSALE

CANNONDALE 15-SPEED 23
INCH TOURING BIKE/ EXCELLENT CONDITION/ B.0./
868-2036 AFTER 8 p.m.

Word Processing. Top quality.
Next-day service. Will pick up and
deliver. $1.65 per page. Call Diane
942-5881.

1977 Olds Cutlass Supreme-$450,
Waterbed, softside, Queen - $395.
Call (603)-742-7761.

AFFORDABLEAUTOSERVICE
& REPAIR general repairs, preventative maintenance, winterizing, used car appraisals, rust repair.
LOW student rates, pick up and
delivery in Dover/Durham area.
Call 742-4757 ask for Craig.

Must sell 1980 VW Scirroccos.
Many new parts, reliable, good in
winter. Call Willamina 749-0377,
$850.
LEEFURNISHED4~BEDROOM
COLONIAL, TWO BATHS, ·
WASHER/DRYER,
DISHWASHER, AVAILABLE l/1/9212/31/92, $1,000, FAMILY/
STUDENTS, 659-5169.

TATTOO SHOP OF PORTSMOUTH -ADDING COLOR TO
UNHCAMPUSFOR IOYEARS.
109 DANIEL ST., PORTSMOUTH, NH. 436-0805.

FOR SALE: electric wheelchair'
with desk anns and foot pedals,
$25Q. Price included battery
charger; Smith-Corona .electric
typewriter, $50; Realistic pioneer
stereo--capacity for four-speaker
hook up (currently has two), built
in casette player (a second can be
hooked up), tumtable,am/fmradio,
$75. Call 431-2969, ask for Tina.

HELP
\V_ANTED

1982RabbitConvertible,AC,Low
miles, Excellent Condition $3,000
negotiable. Stereo Equipment:
amps, speakers, CD, EQ, Turntable, more. Call 673-3185.

Two men's bikes IO-speed very
good; $40 each. Call Christine·MW
2p.m.-5 p.m.; T 11 a.m.-4 p.m.; Th
10 a.m.-12 p.m. at 862-2588.

IU.

SERVICES

DECEMBER GRADUATES!
Order your Graduation Announcement, Graduation Party Invitations and Napkins to celebrate
your achievement. Huge selection!
Martha's Markings (603) 6596727.
TATTOOED PEOPLE ARE
MORE COLORFUL! TATTOO
SHOP OF PORTSMOUTH ACROSS FROM THE POST
OFFICE. PORTSMOUTH, NH.
BOARD OF HEALTH APPROVED.
Professional word- processing/
typesetting for reports, theses,
correspondence. Tape transcription, date base, laser printing. Experienced, Quick return, Janet
Boyle 659-3578.

.

One-Bedroom apartment for rent.
Easy walk, oil heat, $200/month.
659-5146. Call for more info.
DURHAM: Three-five bedroom
farmhouse, avail. Dec. 1, three
miles to UNH, $850/month. Phil
742-9112 or Liz 868-5161.
Lee - fully furnished one bed &
private bath useofkitchen washer/
dryer micro, some storage available, five minutes from UNH.
Qu(et area call Karen 659-2254,
$300 incl. util.
STRAFFORD PLACE -Adjacent
to the New England Center - features include; singles, doubles,
apartments, micros, refrigerators,
laundry facilitjes, TV & study
lounge, off street parking - stop by
our office at 14 Strafford Ave. for
rates and to inspect or call 8682192.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY- .
~-fisheries.Earn $5,000+/ Three Bedroom Apartment for rent
month. Free transportation! Room in Lee, NH. Four miles from
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. Durham on 155. Call Pat at 659No experience necessary. Male or 5012.
Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment pro- DURHAM One female nongram call Student Employment smoker- great location- Quiet,
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext private,ownbedroom,fiveminute
143.
walk to ~pus. For more info
868-6470. ·
·

I

I

1~;1

Dover five miles from UNH. Garage and Tennis Courts. Cable,
Dishwasher, Washer and Dryer.
$300/mo. plus util. CHAD 7493650.

HOUSING

-®I- I

Three-Bedroom Home up to four
people available Jan. 1992, very
easy walk, oil heat, woodstove,
$810/month. 659-5146.

DURHAM three-Bedroom apt. .
forthreepeople.AvailableJan.15
to May 30. $265/mo./person. Call
868-5350 or431-0068.
Durham - Student Housing - Walle
to campus. Nice country location
w/plenty of parking. Three-Bedroom available with kitchen and
living room. Call Elaine at 3352685 or 332-2568.
Available second semester,
Newmarket, One bedroom ($310$330) and two bedroom ($425)
apts. Phone 868-2281 evenings.
Live at the Coups two, three, four
and five-person units available for
second semester. Call P.J. Maguire
Agency 868-1262.
OWN ROOM in a CONDO in

COMPLETELY FURNISHED
APARTMENT; One MILE FROM
T-HALL; One and 1/2 BEQROOMS, CARPETED, OFFSTR:EET PARING; NONSMOKERS PREFERRED; $550/
MO. PLUS UTILITIES; SECURITY DEPOSIT AND REFERENCES REQUIRED. AVAILABLE DEC. 16, 1991; NEG.
LEASE CALL 868-5037.

Ski Trips! Jay Peak: Jan. 31-Feb.
2, Attitash: Feb. 8, Stowe: Feb. 2123, Cannon: Feb. 15, Sunday
River: March 6-8, Wildcat: March
1. Come join us! Sign up in room
110 in the MUB.
Buy an IBM PS/2 at educational
discounts. Comes complete with
preloaded software, IBM Mouse
and color graphics. Details at the
University Technology Center,
ground floor, Thompson Hall.

Sublet my apartment next semester! I need one or two subletters to
live in a large, brown old restored
farmhouse about 4 miles from
campus. The house has a game
room so you can play ping pong! It
also has a large backyard. Rent is
$163 and utilities aren't too steep.
If you're interested, call 743-0890
or 862-1490 and leave a message
for Linda.

Would you like to study in Japan,
China, India, Kenya, South Africa, South America, Turkey,
USSR? Semester At Sea offers
students the opportunity to study
in 10 different countries during
one semester. Come find out about
Semester At Sea tonight, Nov. 19,
7 p.m. Notch Rm. in the MUB.

I am looking to sublet an apartment
over Christmas vacation. Willing
to pay rent. Call me at 868-3422.
Ask for Donna or leave a message.

Salima - I told you you needed a \
nose ring but maybe you shouldjust dye your hair and become a
platinum
blonde.

!PERSONALS

ih

I

RIDER NEEDED: Round trip to
Buffalo, THANKSGIVING. No
Reasonable· limit to the crap you
can bring. Will expect $, Andy 27503/3118.
Come see the Ultimate consumer
ADVOCATE Ralph ·Nader!
Monday, Dec. 2, Granite State
Room, MUB at 7:30p.m.

SENIOR-HBOCOMEDY ,Mike
McDonald, Nov. 26, 8 p.m. Granite StateRoom,All Welcome.
Seniors $2 others $3. Tix at door.
Do you like to have fun? Spriqg
Break in Jamaica, Florida, Cancun.
Call Kim/Sandy 2-8721, 8723.
Hey Wanka - Here's the personal
you always wanted. (RALPH
NADER). I hope you 're feeling
betterafterlastweekend(RALPH
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NADER). Try to stay away from
the cooking oil. (RALPH
NADER). I hope you have a good
weekend with your love monkey.
(RALPH NADER) And thanks for
the cashish. (RALPH NADER).
DATING COUPLES still needed
forresearch study. Takesonehour,
couples receive $10, call for more
info 862-2360.
Hey Darryl Burns, you have a secret admirer.
World's Best Skiing' Come check
out the UNH Ski Club in room 110
of the MUB. Office hours; Tuesday and Thursday 12 p.m.-2 p.m.
Table hours: Mon. Wed., + Friday
from 12 p.m.-4 p.m.

If Dan Hill is Dan Krus' wing
man, then Ken DiRico would be
their cockpit control man!
SPRING BREAK '92- YOU'VE
ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO
LIVE ..... so DON'T BLOW IT!!
DO IT IN THE BAHAMAS,

JAMAICA,
CANCUN
MARGARITA
ISLAND
STARTING AT $399! ORGANIZE GROUP, TRAVEL FREE!
1-800-426-7710!

Come and discuss the winter blood
drive Nov. 20 at Alpha Phi sorority, 7 p.m. Be there and help the
community!
APPLICATIONS FOR STUDENT AMBASSADOR - Available NOW in the Alumni Center
(due back Dec. 2 at the Alumni
Ctr.) Question? CallJ eff 868-3199,
Susan 862-9221, Sarah 862-8121.

Has the fun gone out of your
life? Bring it back with an IBM
Personal System/2. It'll help you
zip through term papers and reports. And get more work done in
less time, you'll have time to do
the things you enjoy. Visit the
University Technology Center,
ground floor, Thompson Hall for a
demonstration.

Attention!!! UNH Ski Club offer-

ing fun-filled trips at low prices!
Weekend and day trips are available but filling fast. So come on
Down and Ski the slopes!

23

...----------------------.
Lnt Holiday Season, Tb1 Klnglfound A
Photographer wboH Patience Was
Unbellevable, But Wbm Prices Weren't.

Now Where Do You luppa11
Thay Ranted Their Carsl

SEMESTER AT SEA INFO
NIGHTtonight,Tuesday,Nov.19,
7 p.m. in the Notch room in the
MUB. Talk with UNH Students
and faculty who have sailed on
Semester At Sea.
FUTURE CAR DESIGNERS!
JOIN UNH'S VEHICLE STUDIES LABORATORY. PARTICIPATE IN ENGINEERING
PROJECTS/DESIGN CONTESTS. TUESDAY, NOV. 19,
McCONNEL 212, 8 P.M.
PLEASE HELP ME!!! I need four
tickets for Winter commencement.
Call me if you can help. Thanks,
Karen 862-7597.
Birger Dahl-You're the greatest
ever! Thanks for being cool about
the stressful little "communication" thing. Hee Hee! Can we do
something fun over break? LH.

Budget. A smart family knows that one company
has a wide selection of late model cars, over 3,600
locations worldwide, and rates thta encourage
frequent family get-togethers.
Offer valid from 11-11-91 through 1-10-92.. Refueling
services, taxes and optional items are additional.
Normal rental requirements and restrictions may
apply. Surcharges_for extra drivers under 21 may
apply. Cars must be returned to renting location.
Offer not available in conjunction with any other
promotion or discount. For information and
reservatims, call 431-1986.

Holiday Rates.

S27 OOPIPTy11IIJ/Cll1'1CI
If C•.
■

Unllmlted Mll11ge
optional Loss
Damage Waiver
$9.oo per day.

Budgpt

caillltru::krm13

The Smart 1vmyis on Booget:

Campus Classics

.....

Study the classic blend of

.i

I

comfort and styl~ in Birkenstock
footwear, and
l .earn how good
your feet can
!'e~l1! )··sue.d e,leather, and
nubuck styles
autumn c:olors
be·r:ty ,· mochd:) and ·violet .·,~
' ' ·,· .,

"'D

. t· ? Ji&',...

.

kl'J

. .

•.. t: -. ;,;;
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acr . olo Inc.
,

8.9-Marke,t Street

Portsmoutn;-Nll
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603-436-8338
. Open Daily--Open Late! . ,.

I H
~

The Music Hall
28 Chest.~ut St. Portsmouth, NH

~
-- · 0
.'
;<

'"'
;'>' ·

• ••

r

Saturday
Dec. 7
Doors at 7:15
Showtime 8:00 sharp

Tickets $12.50 (general admission).
Tickets available at Music Hall Box Office (call 603.436.2400)
and at all ~~ outlets.
Ticketmaster in NH: 603.626.5000.
- - Presented by Dionysian Productions - - -

... .,..,,.,.r•s•,,..c. .,.... .,._.,,...s
•Ads appearin@ in Friday's
paper must be in by 1 p_n,_
'\
on VVednesday.
•Ads appearing in Tuesday's
paper must be in by 1 -p.m.
on Friday.
T ...IESIE .,.~.,£1/AIIES WIE,_IE
/AIC>T .IMl~.,IE ,r<, BIE BRC>ICIE/AI
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Football

Yankee Conference Standings

Team

Y.C.

Points

. Opponent

Overall

Points

Villanova

7-1

308

102

9-1

383

123

at Fordham

Massachusetts

3-4

123

115

4-6

177

173

UNH

Rhode Island

2-5

135

239

5-5

246

320

UConn

Maine

2-6

130

244

3-8

210

333

idle

BU 29
UConn 26

Miami 17
Florida St. 16

Opponent

Next Opponent

Results from 11/16/91
Villanova 24
UMass 14

Delaware 23 ·
Richmond 17

UNH 42
URI 35

Maine 49
Towson St. 34

Penn St. 35
Notre Dame 13

UNH Statistics
Rushing
Att.
Bourassa
211
Cripps
50
Gallagher
30
McClinton
23
TOTALS
314
Punt/Kick Returns
Bryan
Bourassa
Punting
No.
Gordon
16
Kutz
45
Field Goals
Att.
Hjelte
6

Gain
1138
201
202
112
1653
No.
42
18

Team

Lost
50
0
6
2
58
Yards
446
548
Yards
541
2055
Made
5

Net
1090
201
196
110
1597

TD
14
1
1
1
17

Long
97
18
53
22
97

Avg.
33.8
45
Long
36

Long
43
54

Hockey East
W

L

T

GF

2. UNH

2

0

0

4. Boston University

1

1

6. Boston College

1

2

O

2

8. Northeastern
Results from 11/15
Merrimack 12 AIC 1
Providence 6 Northeastern 0

UNH5BC4
BU5Maine4

_ Hockey
New Hampshire, 5-4
Friday night game
at Kelley Rink, BC
UNH(6-0) ...................2 2 1 - 5
BC (2-5-1) ................. .1 2 1 - 4

Scoring: UNH, Eire
Flinton (Jason Dexter) 3: 19;
BC, Jack Callahan (David
Franzosa, Ian Moran) 8:53;
UNH, Joe Flanagan (Savo
Mitrovic) 14:40; UNH, Scott
Morrow (Greg Klym) 0:42;
BC, David Franzosa (Moran,
Marc Beran) 1:21; BC, Joe
Cleary (Mike Spalla,
Callahan) 13:24; UNH, Klym
(unassisted) 15:11; UNH,
Savo Mitrovic (Flanagan,
Morrow) 9:37; BC, Jack
Callahan (Franzosa, Cleary)
9:37;
Saves: UNH, Jeff
Levy 25; BC, Scott LaGrand
22.

~

Overall

PTS.

W

L

T

GF

GA

PTS.

11

8

4

7

0

0

41

19

14

0

6

12

2

5

1

0

25

19

10

0

8

9

2

2

5

1

22

39

5

0

4

12

0

3

0

22

30

6

Results from 11/16:
UNH 6 Northeastern 4
UMass/ Lowell 8 Providence 6

1. Michigan (6-1-1)
2. Maine (4-1-0)
3. Clarkson (4-1-0)
4. Lake Superior St. (6-2-0)
5.Boston University(S-1-0)
6. UNH(7-0-0)
7. Minnesota (6-4-0)
8. North Michigan (5-3-2)
9. Michigan St. (4-1-2)
10. St. Lawrence (4-1-0)
I,

e~

Long Sacks
86
9
43
1
Long
86
58
61
44
38
86

GA

Hockey Poll

:

Att.-Comp.-Int. Yards TD
Passing
278-145-15 2103
Griffin
19
28-13-3
Green
224
2
Pass Receiving No.
Yards
TD
Perry
45
819
7
Bourassa
429
35
5
29
Gamble
496
5
Gallagher
28
334
2
12
Chmura
187
2
149
TOTALS
2265
21
Defense Top Three Tacklers
McGrath
89
Gordon
76
Sabb
53

Yankee
Forecast

The Forecast correctly
picked six out of seven games this
weekend. It only lost with Brown,
who fell to Dartmouth 45-13.

:·
The Line
UNHover
UMASS by4

3
Maine8BU 1

Football
UNH, 42-35
at Durham

This weeks schedule:
Alaska-Fairbanks at Maine (2)
UMass/Lowell at Northeastern BC at Northeastern
Merrimack at BC
BU at Providence

Football Poll
Team

I. Nevada
2. E. Kentucky
UNH ......... 7 21 7 7 - 42 3. Holy Cross
URI.. ....... 14 7 14 0 - 35 4. N. Iowa
RI- Pierce 30 pass from Squitieri 5. Alabama St.
·6. Delaware
(Cassara kick)
NH- Bourassa 61 run (Hjelle kick) 7. Villanova
RI- Pierce 3 pass from Squitieri 8. Marshall
9. Middle Tenn. St.
(Cassara kick)
NH- Bourassa 1 run (Hjelte kick) 10. Furman
NH- Bourassa 14 pass from 11. Samford
12. UNH
Griffin (Hjelte kick)
RI-Donovan 1 run (Cassara kick) 13. Sam Houston St.
NH- Perry 16 pass from Griffin 14T. West Illinois
14T. Youngstown St.
(Hjelte kick)
NH- Donnelly 5 pass from Grif- 16. Weber St.
17. James Madison
fin (Hjelte kick)
RI- Hoffman 12 fumble return 18. Appalachian St.
19T. NE Louisiana
(Casara kick)
RI- Doremus 40 interception re- 19T. McNeese St.
19T. Boise St.
turn (Cassara kick)
NH- Griffin 1 run (Hjelle kick)]

Attendance: 6,639
*Bourassa goes over 1000
yards for 1991 season.

Record
11-0-0
9-1-0
10-0-0
9-1-0
9-0-1
10-1-0
9-1-0
7-3-0
7-3-0
7-3-0
9-1-0
8-2-0

7-2-1
7-3-1
7-3-0
7-3-0
7-3-0
8-3-0
6-3-1
5-3-2
7-3-0

- Field Hockey

UNH's Brenda Canning and Tracy
Toupin were named to the 1991
All-NAC Team.

The Wildcats'
Schedule
Sept. 7 at Marshall 23-24
Sept. 14 *UCONN 21-16
Sept. 21 Hofstra 48-28
Sept. 28 *Maine
38-20
Oct. 5 *at Delaw. 45-28
Oct. 12 *Richmond 34-0
Oct.19 Open
Oct. 26 at N. U.
18-14
Nov. 2 *Boston U. 45-26
Nov. 9 *at Villanova 7-33
Nov. 16 *URI
42-35
Nov. 23 *at UMASS

Catwalk Report
Coach Bowes and
his staff will not have to
walk from the Statehouse in
Concord to Thompson Hall,
because the attendance was
only 6,639. The season
average was 8,225 per
game.

-~ . - Sr2!1~
Bourassa carries 'Cats past RaiiiS'"''
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From page 28
game winner on a keeper.
Chris
McGrath
and
Wojnovich, returning to action
after missing the middle of the
season with a strained knee, lead
the Wildcat defense all day long.
The pair of middle linebackers
each had 10 tackles on the day,
and it seemed that the two were in
on every play. McGrath forced a
fumble and Wojnovich recovered
one. McGrath also got a hand on a
Tony Squitieri pass that landed in
thearmsofBobJordan. The interception set up a second quarter
touchdown pass to Bourassa.
Wide receivers John Perry
and Gamble both had solid performances for UNH. The pair caught
three passes each, Perry gaining
93 yards and Gamble 76. Perry
has now caught a pass in 29 straight
gar:nes, needing only eight more
catches in as many games to tie
the UNH all-time record held by
Chris Braune (1986-89).
"In some of their (URI) coverages, like in the flats, they were
tight," said Perry. "So we tried to
get a few over the top to keep them
from keying on Barry and some of
the other guys."
URI opened the scoring with
a 30-yard pass from freshmen

quarterback Squitieri to Chris
Pierce, the Rams' big-play receiver.
Only 17 seconds later, the
score was tied. Nate Bryan returned the kickoff to the UNH 39,
and on the first play from scrimmage Bourassa ran 61 yards for a
touchdown. The run was set up
beautifully by right tackle Chris
Porter and right guard Mark
Schneible, who forced open a huge
hole in the left side of the line for
Bourassa.
Pierce scored again on URI's
next possession, this time catching a three-yard pass to finish the
first quarter. But Bourassa answered, running the ball in from
the one to tie the game at 14.
Then, not even two minutes later,
Bourassa was back in the end zone
after catching a 14 yard pass from
Matt Griffin.
URI wouldn't go away, as
running back Sean Donovan found
a hole in the Wildcat defense and
scored from the one yard-line to
tie the game once again with 2: 14
left in the half.
Then, Griffin and the 'Cat
offense went into the two minute
drill on the New Hampshire 18
yardline. Griffin completed a 36-

yard pass to Gamble. Gamble ran
straight down the right sideline
one step ahead of the URI defender and leaped up to catch the
pass on the Rhode Island 35. Griffin connected with tight end John
Donnelly on the 28, but a
facemasking call moved the ball
to the 20. Fullback Mike Gallagher bulled for nine yards setting up a TD pass to Perry with 13
seconds left in the half. Perry
caught the ball at the 10 yard-line,
juiced a URI defender, and dove
for the end zone, landing just over
the goaJline.
"We try to get as many people
involved as possible," said Perry.
"We know what everybody can
do, and it helps to get the ball to
more people."
In the second
half, Griffin passed 61 yards to
Perry during a six-play, 80-yard
touchdown drive. Donnelly hauled
in a fi ve-.yard Griffin pass to extend
UNH's lead to 35-21. The pass
seemingly iced the game for the
'Cats, but then things fell apart.
URI got its two defensive scores,
and only UNH's good fourth quarter defense saved the game.

Dave amble sets up winning touchdown for Wildcats (Nate
Rowe/ TNH Staff Pt,oto)~

Applications for office space
in the MUB are now available
, in room 126, the Student
activities office!!!
If you want office space next
semester, you must apply
NOW.
Applications due Nov. 27

S£2!I~
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Swimming splits as women win,
men lose against Rhode Island

By Arthur Linke
TNH Staff
Despite strong individual efforts,
the UNH swimming and diving squad split
its Saturday morning contest with URI. The
women came out on top with and impressive
158 to 84 victory raising their record to 1-2,
while the men lost a close contest by the
score of 107 to 137 dropping to 0-3 on the
season.
Coming into the competition, URI
assistant coach Dave Sullivan was a little bit
apprehensive. "Unlike UNH, it's our first
meet of the season," said Sullivan. "UNH
has had two meets to get into things already,
and our guys are a bit nervous. We're definitely confident in our ability to compete
though, and it will be an exciting contest."
According to Sullivan, the biggest
UNH men's threats were Mike Dix and
Keith McFarland. On the women's side, he
named Jen Schuchman and diver Wendy
Roosevelt as athletes to look out for. His
predictions proved true as everyone he
named placed first or second in at least one
event.

Dix captured his third consecutive
triple victory meet of the season by taking
first in the 200 and 500 M Freestyle and the
200 M Butterfly with times of 1:46.50,
4:52.78 and 1:59.32 respectively. Sullivan
said, "It's really an honor to swim in the
same pool as Dix, he's just such an awesome
swimmer." Wildcat coach Brenda Skelly
agreed, "Mike has the potential to make
Div. I nationals, which have qualifying times
faster than the Olympic trials."
Keith McFarland was the other big
scorer for the men. He showed his diversity
by winning both the 200 M and the 1000 M
Freestyle, and taking second in the 500 M
Freestyle, an event swept by UNH.
The 'Cats outscored the Rams in
the middle and long distance races, but lost
all first and second place points in the 1 M
and 3 M dives, the 400 Medley and Free
Relays and the 50 M Freestyle.
"We 're having a little problem with
the depth of the men's team," said Skelly,
"but the guys are swimming faster · and
better than ever. In the next two weeks we
should be picking up two wins, and we're

gearing ourselves up for the NAC tournament where the regular seawn record doesn't
mean anything."
The women cruised to their victory aided by double winner Roosevelt who
dominated both the 1 Mand 3 M dives.
Schuchman won the 500 Free and the 1000
Free in which her time of 10:55:57 missed
the school record by one second. Kirstin
Johnson won the 200 back and took second
in the 200 Free where she was touched out
by six tenth of a second.
Skelly was pleased with the
women's overall effort and added, "We really have both the depth and the hot shots on
the women's team. We won the 400 Free
Relay, just missed the 400 medley by one
tenth of a second and won almost every
other event. It shows how well balanced a
team we are. Our victory was definitely a
sound one."
The next meet for both the Men
and the Women in Dec. 4 at Holy Cross. The
final home meets of the season will be on
Dec. 7 against Fairchild.

We need 'you to take photos
for the sports section

UNH
Athlete
.--------------.
of the
Week
Name: Greg Wipf
Sport: Cross Country

presented
by:

HAYDEN
SPORTS

38 Main
Street
Durham, NH
03824

Senior Greg Wipf led the
Wildcats Cross Country
team to a 4th place finish
in a field of 21 teams at
the University Division of
the IC4A championships
held at Lehigh University in
Bethlehem, PA this past
weekend.
Wipf finished 6th in a
field of 140 runners, less
than 30 seconds behind
Seton Hall's Brian Spoonire.
Wipf has been one of the
Wildcats most dependable
harriers finishing in the
top 3 places for his team
all season.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week"
every Tuesday, ONLY in The New
Hampshire!

·Q. What's Dropping Faster

'fhan:the Temperature?
A. Our Auto Loan Rates!
16

New Cars & Trucks
Annual Rate

QQwn £mt
20%
10%
20%

8.9%
9.9%
9.9%

15

Torm
48 mos
48 mos
60 mos*

sed Cars & Trucks - Finance 80% of NADA
Retail Value
MQdel Year

Annual Rate

1990 & '91
1989
1987 & '88
.1984 - '86

10.9%
10.9%
11.9%
12.9%

Torm
48mos
42mos
36 mos
24mos

efinance & Save ! If You've Purchased a New
ar in the Last 90 Days & Financed It Elsewhere,
Ask Us About Refinancing! Call Today at
1-800-639-4039.
Minimum Loan Amount $10,000.
Rates & Terms subject to change without notice. NH Federal Credit Union
is an Equal Opportunity Lender.
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A
weekend
sweep
HOCKEY, from page 28
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Eric Flinton hammered a shot past
BC goaltender Scott LaGrand off
a Jason Dexter pass at 3:09.
BC tied the game with its first
, of four power play goals at 8:53.
Jack Callahan stuffed in a trickling shot off a slap shot that Levy
had partially saved making it a 11 game.
At 14:40, two of the senior
swarm put UNH ahead 2-1, going
into the first intermission. Joe
Flanagan knocked in his eighth
goal of the season when he ripped
a Savo Mitrovic drop pass into the
top left comer of the net.
Center Kevin Thompson overpowers a Northeastern defender
In period two, Scott Morrow
(Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo) .

Klym. "I planned on going upstairs with the shot, but I saw the
legs open and I reacted."
At5:03 into period three, Savo
Mitrovic scored the eventual game
winner on a UNH power play.
Mitrovic, holding his ground to
the right of LaGrand, tried to center a pass to Morrow but instead
the puck careened off the skate of
BC defenseman Ron Pascucci and
into the net. The goal might have
been a fluke but Mitrovic said
"those are nice sometimes."
BC scored one more on a goal
by Jack Callahan at 9:08, but that
would be all for Eagles. The hex

dominating.
After three periods, the 'Cats
were up 5-1 on two goals from
Morrow, a goal from Flanagan, a
goal from Domenic Amodeo and
one from sophomore Glenn Stewart. Once again, it was a senior
kind ofnightasAmodeo, Morrow,
Mitrovic and Flanagan scored four
of UNH's six goals and added 11
assists on the night.
Up 5-2, Rob Donovan put the
'Cats out of reach. At 9:32
Domenic Amodeo took a pass from
Savo Mitrovic along the boards
behind Northeastern goalie Tom
Cole. Amodeo held on just long
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have·been overlooked, after all,
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'Cats Joe Flanagan makes his move on offense (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff Photo.)
got UNH out to a 3-1 lead that only
looked as if it was going to increase. Morrow jammed in a pass
from Greg klym just outside the
crease at 0:42;
BC stormed back, however,
on two power play goals to knot
the game at three. The penalty
killing was the one thing that cost
UNH all night. "It's tough to win
when the other team scores four
power play goals," said Scott
Morrow. "I don't know what went
wrong with the penalty killing."
Tied 3-3, the crowd at Conte
Forum got to witness one of
hockeys great spectacles: the penalty shot. After being pulled down
from behind on a breakaway by
BC's Sal Manganaro, Klym was
awarded the shot. Somehow he
was able to drown out the noise of
the Forum as he skated down the
ice and beat LaGrand between the
legs. "I was trying not to hear
anything but it was hard," said

was lifted.
enough to feed a streaking
Umile was happy following Donovan out front, beating Cole
the game. "This was a great win," on the shorthand.
he said. "A great win for the UniNortheastern tallied two more
versity. That's for all the fans and goals but that would be all as Levy
the University of New Hamp- held on for some great saves to
shire."
seal the 6-4 victory.
Saturday night's 5-4 victory
For the 'Cats winning is startover Northeastern was equally as ing to become a habit. A habit
pleasing for Umile and his play- formed by a uniform hard-nosed
ers. The team had no idea after ihe sty le of play. "We are a blue collar
game that its 7-0 start was the best team," said Umile. We have
in its 65-year existence.
younger guys doing great things.
"It was never mentioned be- We have Seniors who have been
fore the game," said Umile. "Af- there before and know how to win.
ter the game I went in the . It's a lot of fun here."
lockerroom and congratulated
Umile's 20-man unit agrees
them. I think it's a compliment to with him. "We expect winning
all the guys in that room."
around here/' said Mitrovic. "We' 11
The 'Cats came out fired up in settle for nothing less than a vicfront of Snively's soldout 3,530 tory."
crowd. UNH played probably its
Next Saturday, UNH takes on
most solid game of the year . The Boston University at home. IfUNH
penalty killing unit, which had fal- beats BU on top of this weekend,
tered the night before, was flaw- then UNH will have truly caused a
less, and the 'Cats offense was Boston massacre.

"
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Bourassa carries
'Cats past Rams
.

-

-

I Bourassa breaks 1,000-yard mark in 42-35 win

By Patrick Duffey
~~-~~-------------, ,,-.......,.--------,,_ ..,, TNH Staff
UNH ran a balanced offense Saturday
to beat URI, 42-35. Barry Bourassa ran
left. Then Bourassa ran right. Sometimes
he ran up the middle. He caught the short
passes, and he caught long passes.
In all, Bourassa touched the ball in 46
ofUNH's 83 offensive plays. He accumulated 199 yards rushing on 42 carries and 51
yards receiving with a team-high four receptions, scoring the first three touchdowns
for the 'Cats.
A junior tailback and All-American
candidate, Bourassa passed the 1,000 yard
mark this season, becoming only the third
Wildcat to do so. The others were Bill
Burnham, who did it three times from 197577, and Andre Garron, who did it in 1983
and 1984. Bourassa's 42 carries also tied
the most carries in a game record held by
i1Ji!-""91111"!tfi.tl George Cappadonna, who set the record
against Northeastern in 1976.
"Once Barry gets his engines kicking
you' re better off to get him the ball as often
=.......,......., as possible because he can do so much with

•

BC and Northeastern latest
victims to undefeated 'Cats
UNH only undefeated team in Division I Men _'s Hockey
By Steve Lankier
TNH Staff
It may not have been a Boston massacre, but it was certainly
a Bean town beatin'.

The men's hockey team put
an end to the ghost of Conte Forum
past Friday night, by beating
Boston College at its rink for the
first time ever. UNH wasn't

•

Bob Chebator de(ends a Northeastern player during the 'Cats 6-4
win on Saturday (Nate RoweffNH staff photo).

through with Bostonian hockey
however. Saturday night the 'Cats
returned home to Snively to knock
off Northeastern 6-4.
The weekend bashing of the
Bay state teams, gave UNH its
best start in Wildcat history (7-0)
and moved them up to the No. 6
spot in the nation in The Albany
Times hockey poll.
In front of 5,143 fans Friday
night at BC's Kelley Rink, the
Wildcats overcame a heartstopping finale to pull out a 5-4 victory.
Ahead by one with only eight
seconds left in the game and an
open net on the other end of the
ice, Jim McGrath went to clear the
puck from the 'Cats end. As he
pi voted, he lost his edge and fell to
the ice, leaving goaltender Jeff
Levy alone against three Eagle
forwards.
The Eagles were unable to
capitalize, however, as Mike
Spalla's shot nailed the post and
Levy dived back to get a glove on
another.
"It was a huge win to get a
huge monkey off our back," said
head coach Dick Umile. "Our kids
played a great game."
The 'Cats jumped on the
board early in the contest when

See HOCKEY, page 27
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the ball when he gets it," said receiver John
Perry.
However, it wasn't the junior tailback·
wi o got the call when UNH had the ball on
the JRI one yard-line with a chance to take
the · ~ad with eight minutes left in the game.
Ser mr quarterback Matt Griffin kept it
himself and dove over the goalline behind
a tremendous surge by the UNH offensive
line.
The play was a simple ending to a
crazy shootout of a game. UNH dominated
in nearly every offensive statistic, but Rhode
Island kept finding ways to put the ball in
the end zone.
The score came ata crucial time for the
Wildcats. URI'sdefensehadjustmade two_
big plays in the third period to knot the
game at 35. First, theRams'Greg Hoffman
recovered a Bourassa fumble and returned
it 12 yards for touchdown. Then, after
missing a field goal, URI got its second
defensive gem of the game, as Peter
Doremus intercepted Griffin and ran it back
40 yards for the score.
It appeared that Griffin, underpressure,
threw the ball away to avoid a sack and it
landed in the hands of the URI linebacker.
The fourth quarter was dominated bydefense. URI held UNH on a fourth-andone, but only one play later linebacker
Scott Wojnovich pounced on a URI fumble
on the URI 24 yardline to give UNH new
life. Griffin completed a 20-yard pass to
David Gamble, and Bourassa ran three yards
to the one. Griffin then punched in the

see FOOTBALL, page 25
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